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<mAPlBR I 
STA1'DBJr'.r OP THB PllOBl'D AND JUS'J.'IPICATI 01T 
StateJ!!nt ot the Rroblea.- The purpose ot this stud."J 
s to determine whether the skill ot outlining could be 
taught sucoesatull7 at the tittn•grade level b'J means ot 
programmed instruction. 
In order to aChieve this goal it was necessary to 
iscover:. 
: 
1. !he strengths and wealtneaaea ot the program wh1Gh 
was created to teach out;lining 
2. Whether tit~-grade students ot differing abilities 
could make significant gaiu. in the skill ot 
outliJdDS b7 using the prosram 
3• !he actual gailll!l ll&de b7 t;he students in the skill 
ot outlining. 
~ermore, it was considered important to find out 
1. Readiag achievement atteoted percentage ot error on 
the program 
2. Relatiye gaina in the skill ot outlining were related 
to percentage ot error on the prograa 
3 • Reading abili t7 influenced the learning or outlining 
by meana ot programmed instruction. 
Juatitioatio;.~ OUtlining is an important organisation 
nd stud7 skill that requires a high level ot comprehension. 
n the intermediate grades, when onildren are required to 
ster large amounts or inoreasingl7 complex material in the 
arioua content areas ot the curricUlum, outlining is a 
technique whioh enables these ohildren to understand and to 
remsmber what tbey have read. 
Programmed instruction is a new 11.8thod in the tield ot 
education, and the writers felt that, thus tar, too tew 
experiments using this method have been attempted on the 
elemantarr school level. 
Programmed instruction is particularly etteotive in the 
teaching ot skills because: the p!'ogram makes each student 
an active learner since he is !'equired to make a response 
tor each step in his learning; 'lab.e llllterial to be learned is 
broken down into tiDJ units that are presented in a logical 
sequence moving tr011. the simple to the complex; the learner 
experiences a reeling or success because the program ia 
constructed ao as to elicit correct responses; the learner 
is aware or his progress at all t~es since he sees the 
correct answer iaaediately after he has written his own 
response; and each student works alone and at his own pace -
the bright waste 110 time and the slow have enough time to 
complete the work. 
2 
1. OutliDiDS 
A necestan aWl··· Outlining ia an important organizati 
nd stud'J skill whioh enables the learner to understand and 
o r•-..ber what he has read. Lack ot organizational abilit7 
ppeara to be a problem with .... ,. students troa ~e elementar,. 
Chool through college. In speaking ot the organization ot 
1,/ 
eadins materials, MOISe writea: 
"It is not uncomaon to find pupils who apparent!,. 
know nothing about organiziag material the7 haYe read. 
!his appears to be true not oDl.,. ot elementar,. school 
children but ot college students and aecondarJ school 
pupils as well. llhat oollece iutruotor or high school 
teacher, who deals with aa informational field in whioh 
reading is a ebiet tool ot study, has not tound innumerab 
students who tail to organize oorreotl'1 the ideas whioh 
the7 read ! Kan'J students are UDable to determine the 
topio or a paragraph, to aa,. nothing ot outlining a 
longer aelectian accuratel,.." 
Likewise reterring to organization ot material read, 
if Barri8 states: 
"In going over aaaples ot reading notes taken by 
hundreds ot college students, tBe writer has noted that 
two faulty patterns seem to account tor most ot the poor 
specimens. Some students get into their notes onl'1 the 
major· headings, ignoring all or most ot the details; tor 
reYiew~ng, such notes are ot comparatiyely little value • 
6!Albert J. :a·arria, How to Increase Read 
Green and Company, Inc., Hew York, 1 7, P• 
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. School 
Lonpans, 
otner students take voluminous notes, al~st paraphrasing 
the author, and. sometiaea quoting at length; the7 write 
too muon, waste words, and tail to see the structure 
because the7 get lost 1n ~e details." 
!hat this def'iciene7 in organizational abilit7 extends to 
the written work of' students an all educational levels is 
1,/ 
pointed out b7 K11Dkhamer: 
"Evel'J' 7ear, hordes ot harassed teachers, f'rOJR the 
upper el ... atarr grades thr0118h the hipeat level ot the 
graduate schools, straggle with masses ot written material 
in an attempt to reduce eaoh lmit of' the masses to soae-
thing approachiag order. Whether what the student submit 
be calle4 ooapositions, th_a, 1;era-papers, or dissertati ~. 
the basic problem remains the same: an alaost chaotic 
lack of' orsanization obscures the thought -- of'ten the 
brilliant or penetrat1DS thOUSbt -- which the student is 
attempt ins to ccmve'1• • 
Outlining is a stud,- skill, but 110re specif'ioall7 it is 
~ organ1zat1Gn skill. Once students have learned the process, 
~ t m&'J' be put to use both 1n 1noreasin& comprehension and 
~eteatian of' reading materials and in the preparation of' 
!written and oral work of' various kinds. 
An aid to ef'f'eotive studx.-- A well-constructed outline 
?:/ 
._,. ser.e as a valuable tool of' s~a,. Hovious states: "!be 
~itf'erence between suooesstul stud7 and unsuooessf'ul stud7 
lis of'tea just the dif'f'erence between .. king and not making an 
outline." 
VSlster Karle'-·carol,n Klinlrhamer .. "Outline to Order," The 
Catholic Educational Review (Septeaber,l959), 57:361. -
2/carol Hovious, Pl{ins the Printwav.n.c. Heath and Compan,., 
Joston, 1938, P• 41 • 
Germane and Germane y suggest 1mat teaohers are not 
~utticientl7 aware of the values of organization as a stud7 
tool: "Teachers do not seem to realize that training pupils 
~d developing in thea an appreciation ot the worth ot 
~rganization ia one etteotive metnod of building up good study 
b.abits." 
gj 
Bester , states: "Etteotive stud7 habits are dependent 
~pon the student's ability to organise what he reads." J/ . 
leterrins more specitioall7 to a.tlining, Hester continues: 
"Outlining is an organization skill which will help the 
children tremendously in ~eir atud7 of content subjects, sucn 
as social studies, and will enable them to save a lot ot time 
in studying in high school and college." 
~ at,d to coapreheMiB·-- !here is a close . relationship 
between orfinizational ability and comprehension. Aeoor~~ 
to Koltee: "CQ~~Prehension is basic to the ability to organise 
Obvioual7 a given reader cannot organize the material he reads 
until he can first understand what it means." 
ydh&rles E. Germane and Bdi th Gayton Geraane, Silent Readig, 
Row, Peterson and Ccapan7, 1tew York, 1922, PP• 69-10. 
i./Kathleen B. Hester, ~each!g EVen Child to Read, Harper and 
Brothers, Bew York, 1955, P• 221. 
J/Ibid., P• 229• 
h/Paul Xoltee, Readil12 and Literature in the Blementarv Scbool, 
l'oughton llittlrn Com.pany, Boston, 1934, P• 40;. 
Tid,.an and Butterfield y state: 
"The basis of good outlining and related activities 
is clear thinking -- com.preheuicm and understanding of 
what is important and how it should be organized. Good 
outlining is based on recognition of logical relationship 
among ideas •" y 
Yoakam maintains: 
"In reading, it has always seemed to the author that 
in order to comprehend soaeth$-ng in written form., the 
reader DIWit first comprehend the organization of the 
written material; ~at is, he must see the relationships 
According to Germane and Germane, J/ the mere collection 
of the parts to the whole." 
of isolated tacts is virtually .. aa,ngless: "A knowledge of 
many facts without the ability to classify, organize, and 
use the• alkea such knowledge practically worthless." 
aeading to organize should be a highly active mental hi . 
process. Witty states: "T.he ability to organize materials 
1a in part a result of reacting, as one reads, to the 
significance of va~toaa points in a presentation." He continue : 
"However, there are many pupils wbo have developed 
the habit ot reading all types of materials in muCh the 
same way. !hey appear to have little expectation that 
they will be required to do more than reproduce a few 
I/iillard P. !idy.man and Marguerite Butterfield, Teaching the 
La~e Arts, JfoGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York;l959, 
P• 1 • . 
s/Gerald A. Yoakam, Basal Readi4'tlnstru§t1on, MCIIJ.raw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc., Hew York, 1 51 P• 6 • 
J/Charles E. Germane and Edith Gayton Germane, op. cit., P• 63 
h./Paul Witty, Readi~ in Jlodern Educatioa, D.a. Heath and 
~ampany, Boston, 19 , P• 169. 
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facta from the accounts the~ read. It is desirable, 
therefore, to provide exftlet••• that will encourage 
these pupils to , react more "intensely to·· content from-· 
various sources. SOlll8 pupils :may be helped by practice 
in makiag outlines in which they are obliged to · 
difterentiate main topics troa subordinate themes." y 
In like manner, Germane and Germane write: "Too 
otten pupils are not made to teel that ~ey are expected to 
~rganize, weigh, and discrtainate in their reading." They y 
~tate further: 
"Fro.a a psychological point of view, training in 
the organization or subject-matter is urged because it 
requires the pupil to analyse, select, and synthesize. 
It requires muon concentrati~ judgment, evaluation, 
and association •••• " 
Jl Strang and Bracken point out that when a student 
reads knowing that he will be expected to outline later, he 
~· given "•••• a stimulus to concentrate and organize While 
!le reads." They continue: 
"The effective reader comprehends the author's 
pattern ot thought simultaneouly with his reading and 
keeps the organization in mind. You do not see him 
mechanically taking copious notes, with little interventio 
ot thought. While he is reading he 'takes note• rather 
thanftakes note~." 
1V In his discussion of organisation, Yoakaa maintains: 
1As the reader seeks to understand the writer, he constantly 
valuates, selects, and synthesizes the parts into a 
V Charles E. Gel'DI&118 and Edith Gayton Germane, op. cit., P• 70 
V ~·• PP• 68-69. 
7 
V. Ruth Strang and Dorothy Kendall Bracken, Making Better Reade Ia, 
~.a. Heath and Company, Boston, 1957, P• 132. 
~ Gerald A. Yoakam, op. cit., P• 69. 
comprehension ot the Whole." 
OUtlining as an organization skill, then, requires active 
mental ettort and a high degree ot comprehension. 
An aid to retentioa ot ideas.-- Another value ot 
outlining reading material is that it is an aid to retention y 
ot ideas. Yoakaa writes: 
"!he ability to retain ideas can be improved by 
proper emphasis upon learning to read tor specitic · 
purposes, practice in seleotiaa and evaluation, aDd the 
use ot practices related to reading, such as outlining 
and summarizing. !his tact has been demonstrated in 
well-conducted experi .. ats." ?:/' -
Good organization, according to Hester, "•••• enables 
the student to establish relationships and classify material 
ln such a way that he can recall it readily when he needs to 
•olve a problea." J.l ' 
Germane and Germane statea 
"Organization is a great aid to memory or retention. 
To the degree that a lessoa or discussion is well 
organized, to that degree each minor point is seen in 
its proper relation to the major idea, and each major 
thought in its relation to the Whole." 
il According to Bond and Wagner: 
"Organized information is more usable and is more 
likely to be retained. In order to use reading etticientlJ 
as an aid to learning, the child, early in lite, should 
learn that establishing relationships begets retention." 
V~·· P• n. 
t/Katbleen B. Hester, op. cit., P• 227. 
VCharles E. Germane and Edith Gayton Germane, op. cit., P• 69. 
tJGuy L. Bond and Eva Bond Wagner, Teach!, the Child to Read, 
5le Kaom!llan Company, l'ew York,· 1960, P• 10. ' 
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ay to remember content, tor ideas that 're classified under y 
main headings are easily remembered." She states turther: 
"Related ideas are remembered better than unrelated 
ideas. It each idea can be linked to another idea, as 
in a chain, then recalling the first idea will 
automatically set ott the tOhain reaction• and the other 
ideas will pop back into consciousness in order." 
The foregoing passages have indicated that outlining as 
a study skill has an important place in the school program 
both as an aid to reading comprehension and as a means ot 
facilitating the retention ot material read. 
- J./ In the primary grades.-- Monroe states that even before 
children are taugnt to read, "•••• the beginnings ot outlining 
take place when children classify certain objects in a story 
or picture tor the purpose ot remembering," 
v Snedaker and Horn point out that "•••• elementary phase 
ot outlining are useful to tirst-grade Children who are planni 
an assembly program on •Our Trip to the Williams• Farm'•" 
57 McKee suggests that "•••• some ot the skills needed 
in outlining ideas may be introduced at the third grade level. 
!llarion lonroe, GrOWing into Read1ng, Scott, Foresman and 
Company, Chicago, !951, P• 194. 
· Y,Ibid., P• 196, 
J/Ibid., PP• 194-195• 
h/Mabel Snedaker and Ernest Horn, "Reading in the Various 
~ields of the Curriculum," National Society tor the Study ot 
Education, !he TeaChing ot ReadiEfz A Second Report, Thirty-
sixth Yearbook, 1937, Part I, PU ic School Publishing Company 
Bloomington, Illinois, P• 135. 
Paul McKee, !he Teaching of Read1BS, P• 4l8. 
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!bus, simple foundations tor teaohing outlining are 
laid in the primary grades. 
In the intermediate grades.-- It is in the intermediate 
'Y grades, however, aocording to Bond and Wagner, that 
"•••• 1ihe old.ld learas 'to 1Ntll1ia thetbeJ:oao:f&e:o~rma!:Jaede." 
''', . ?:/ 
Referring likewise to·the intermediate grades, Hester 
10 
states: "Summarizing, outlintag, and note taking are organizat on 
activities basic to suocesstul readiag and study at this level " 
ll Witty lists outlining as an taportant skill to be 
. !JI 
developed in the middle grades. Germane and Germane state: 
"By the time tJhe pupils are well advanced in the titth and 
sixth grades they should show oonsiderable skill in outlining 
and summarizing lessons in nearly all their studies." 21 . 
Gray suggests that the following organization skills 
be developed in the tourth, titth, and sixth grades: 
"a. Ability to recognise the author's aim, purpose, 
and organization. 
b. Ability to select the oentral topic ot a 
paragraph or an entire selection. 
•• Ability to select main points and supporting 
details. 
lJ'Guy L. Bond &nd Eva Bond Wagner, op. cit., P• 211. 
!/Kathleen B. Hester, op. cit., P• 227. 
l/Paul Witty, op. oit., P• 158. 
!1/0harles E. Germane and Edith Gayton Germane, op. oi,., P• 82 
5/William. S. Gray, "The lllature and Organization ot Basic 
Tnstruction in Reading," National Society tor the Study ot 
Education, The Teach!, ot Read!~: A Second aesort, Thirty-
sixth Yearbook, 1937, art I, PU ic Schools Pu lishing 
Company, Bloomington, Illinois, PP• 117-118. 
d. Ability to grasp relatiouab!ps, 
e. Ability to arrange ideas 1n proper sequence. 
t • . Ability to summarise. c• Ability to outline. h• Ability to take notes effectively." y . 
McKee suggests that the following new work in 
organization skills be introduced at the titth grade level: 
' . 
"2). Develop skUl 1n making notes on material read. 
24• Develop an understanding ot what is meant by 
the main topics in a selection ot more than one paragraph 
in length. 
2$. Develop skill 1n tinding the main topics in 
a selection ot more than one paragraph in length. 
26. Develop an understanding ot what is meant by 
the subtopics in a seleotioa ot more than one paragraph 
in length • 
. 27. Develop skill in finding the subtopics in a 
selection ot more than one paragraPh in length. 
28 • Develop an understanding ot when to make an 
outline. · 
29. Develop an understanding ot · one correct tora 
to use in outlining when only .ain topics and subtopics 
are to be included. 
30. Develop skill in outlining a selection 
including the subtopics." 
!a'!&Qt 1n gradual stages···· Authorities point to the 
necessity tor teachimg the organization skills in gradual y 
stages • .OKee writes: 
"It is imperative that closely related skills be 
taught in the order ot their difficulty. For example, 
in teaching ,pupils to organize ideas, the instruction 
should begin with the easiest skill required and should 
proceed grade by grade progressively through the 
teaching ot the more complicated skills." 
J/ 
In the teaching ot outlining, Harris suggests that 
the tea~er "•••• p~esent a series.ot graded practice exercise 
in outlining, in which the pupils are given a great deal ot 
y Pail MCKee, 'The 'teaching ot ReadiDft, p. 4.90. 
Y Ibi4•• P• 4.!8. 
· ':l/ A1 'ba..,.-1!.. _T 'A' .. --".. ..,._ ..... • - .,nt. 
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help at first and proceed graduallT to do more and more of 
the outline~ themselves." 
Gates suggests that "•••• in reading to get the main 
ideas one may provide a well-arranged series of exercises in 
which the pupil begins at an early stage to report the 
outstanding items in same simple type of' outline and graduallT 
learna to make the outline more exact and more complicated 
in st:ructutte. ". :Jie states turther: "Eventually he should learn, 
for example, to outline a whole chapter in a social studies 
book in te~ ot main headings, secondary headings, minor 
headings, and so on." 
~ Witty writes: 
"Exercises to promote these skills should be 
careful17 graded. In the initial stages of' training in 
organizing ideas, children may be asked to f'ind and to 
state the main idea of' each paragraph in a short 
selection. Exercises may then require them to tind and 
state subordinate ideas. OUtlines should then be prepared 
in whiCh main and subordinate ideas are differentiated 
and arranged sequentially. Finally, the pupils should be 
encouraged to make additional outlines for presentations 
on ditf'erent topics ot their own selection." 
JJ Strang and Bracken suggest1 
"In teaching outlining it is a good idea tirst to 
give the stadents a partially tilled-in outline of' a 
selection they are to read. ~ia skeleton outline tells 
them the number of' main pointa and the number of' subpoint 
under each. Some of' these points are given; the students 
.ii/Arthur I. Gates, The I•prover.nt of' Readips, 'flle Macmillan 
Company, New York, 1947, P• lib • 
~Paul Witty, op. cit., PP• 158-159• 
wauth Sltrang and Dorothy Kendall Bracken, OPe oit., P• 132. 
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given; then just the outline·rorm;·and finally the 
student constructs his own outline." y 
Furbush and Ross prepared tiBirty graded lessons in 
outlining which were given to children on the fourth-grade 
level. !he students worked in pairs (approximately matched 
as to reading level), corrected their own lessons, and moved 
from lesson to lesson at their own rate. Tests administered 
before and after the lessons were given showed that the 
students had made significant gains in outlining ability. 
Material to~~ uaes.-- The material used for teaching 
outlining should be of a factual nature according to 
y JJ !V 21 fd 1/ 
Applegate, Stone, Cole, Heater, and McKee. Harris 
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states: "In teaching a group ot children to outline, one 
should use material ot a tactual or textbook nature whiCh is 
well organized and has a definite structure that is easy to 
i/Polly i. FUrbush and Elizabe~ Anna Ross, !hirty Lessons· 
in OUtlining tor Pour&t Grade, Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston UniTersity, 19 1. 
Yllauree Applegate, Basx in ED&liah, Row, Peterson and Cc--:;.!~ , 
EYanston, 1960, P• 2~0. 
3/Clarence R. Stone, Better Adv~ed Read~, Webster 
JUblishing Oampany, St. Louis, 7, P• l • 
h/Luella Cole, The ImRrovej8~ ot Read~,Parrar and 
Rinehart, Inc., New York, 9 B, PP• 243• ~· 
2/Kathleen B. Hester, op. cit., P• 230. 
§/Paul McKee, The Teaching of·Be~ding, Pi 419• 
1/Albert J. Harris, op. ci#•• P• 39~· 
deteet." JlcKee -and McKim- state f'urther that the material 
used should present no reading difficulties and should be of' 
interest to the Children. 
The foregoing passages have indicated that while the 
rudimentar;r beginnings of' outlining may be introduced at an 
early level, it is in the intermediate grades that this 
important organization tool should begin to have rea1 
significance as a study tool. It has been further suggested 
that the skills required in outlining be taught in gradual 
stages, beginning with the simpler skills and working up 
to the more complex. As to the reading material which is used 
to teach the skills, it has been indicated that this material 
should be of' a tactual nature, that it should present no 
reading difficulties, and that it should be of' interest to the 
children with whom it is to be uaed. 
2. Programmed Instruction 
IntroductiOD.•• Programmed tastruction is a method of 
arranging instruction in a sequential form according to the 
Jl following principles: 
1. '!he material contained in a program must be 
arranged in a series ot logical or psychological steps, 
each of' which may be taken by the learner. 
]/PaUl icKee, !he Teaching of' aead1DS, PP• 419-420. 
2/Xargaret G • McKim, Guidi na Growth in Readins, The Macmillan 
Company, New York, 1955, P:447 • 
.3/Adapted from Kenneth P. Komosld., "Teaching Machines," The 
Ynstructor (Kar4h, 1961), 70:32. ---
llt. 
2. The learner must participate actively at each 
step in the prograa; that is, he must choose an anawer. 
3· 'J!b.e learner m1Ut be reintorced after each answer 
by knowing immediately whetner he has responded correctly~ 
The differences between program.ed instruction and rote y . 
learning or drill are pointed out by Porter when he says: 
"Rote materials presented tor memorization are not 
accompanied by prompts, so tne student has to gUess at 
the correct answer. The result is many wrong responses 
which may be frustrating and certainly will have to be 
unlearned." y 
Porter continnes: 
"Rote learning procedures present unorganized and 
perhaps unrelated i tea ot knowledge to be memorized, 
while a teaching machine prograa is designed to take 
advantage ot inherent organization in the subject matter 
being taught and to :make use ot this organization in 
providing prompts usetul tor shaping up the student's 
learning." 
J/ Skinner teels that programmed instruction produces the 
same effect as a private tutor tor each student. He says that: 
l."!nere is a constant interchange between prograa 
and student •••• 
2. Like a good tutor, the machine insists that a 
given point be thoroughly understood, either tram. by 
frame or set by set, before the student moves on •••• 
3• Like a good tutor the machine presents just that 
material tor which the student is readY•••• 
~. Like a skillful tutor the machine helps the 
student to come up with the correct answer •••• 
5. •••• the maChine, like the private tutor; 
reinforces the student tor every correot answer••••" 
15 
VDouglaa Porter, "Teaching Jlaohines," Teachii!f Machines and 
~ogri.DIIled Learnina, A. A. Lumadaine and Rober Glaser (Editor ) , 
National Education Association ot the United States, Washingto > 
D,O., 1960, P• 212. 
Wbid.,p. 213. 
3/B.F. Skinner, "Teaching Machines," Science (October ~11958) 
128:971. 
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Bpstein and Epstein conolude: -
"A teaching machine together with its learning 
program is, in other words, a bridge that permits an 
expert teacher to reach countless students and to serve 
each as a private tutor." 
Historical summary•-- Althougn programmed instruction is 
a relativel~ new method in education, the basic philosophy ot 
tutorial training can be traced all the way back to Socrates. 
The Socratic Method was to ask simple questions that stimulate~ 
thinking. Socrates would carefully cross-examine his students 
and expose the inadequacy or their knowledge. Then, by using 
inductive logic, he would lead his students to sounder 
knowledge. 
~ Moving closer to the present, Xlaus associates 
Jonn Dewey's philosophy ot education with the principles 
behind programmed instruction. Dewey felt that learning came 
about only by doing; not random doing, however, but doing 
under such careful control that the student would necessarily 
meet with success When he was exposed to the consequences ot 
his actions. The theme of progr--.d instruction is controlleo 
or guided practice whion leads to reward. 
The actual teachi~machine idea goes back to tPe 1920's 
when Sidne~ L. Pressey designed several machines for the 
l]sam and Be1'7l Epstein, The P1£St Book of i'eachi;ns Machines, 
Pranklin Watts, Inc., New York, 1961, P• 4B• 
~David J. Klaus, "The Art of Auto-Instructional Programmi~,u 
Audio Yiaual Qqmmnnioation Rev1ew (HarCh-April, 1961), 9:135. 
J/Sidney L. Pressey, "A Simple Apparatus WhiCh Gives Tests 
and Scores -- and Teaches," TeaCbins Machines and Programaed 
Learning, OR• cit., PP• 35-41• 
automatic testing or intelligence and information. The 
student would answer each question by Choosing the correot 
answer tro.m a set of multiple-Choice responses. It he Chose 
correctly, he would go on to the next item. It he Chose 
incorrectly, he would try again until he chose the right 
answer. This self-scoring device did tea~ 1n that it conti 
correct answers, but it was not primarily designed as a 
teaching device. Pressey's ma~ines were testing devices to 
be used atter learning had taken place elsewhere. 
General cnaracteristics.-- Today programmed instruction 
is a method ot teaching with the following general 
characteristics: 
1. The material to be learned is broken down into tiny 
units called frames. 
2. In ea~ frame same information is presented along 
with a question about this information. 
3. ~ese frames are arranged in a logical sequence. 
~. !his sequence leads the students towards a 
predetermined set ot goals. 
5. The students are active learners since they work on 
the program frame by tram.. 
6. Each student works alone and at his own rate. 
7• Atter the student completes each trame, he sees the 
correct answer, and thus, is aware ot his progress. 
Three Approacnes.-- In the tield of programming there 
are three main approaches -- those ot Skinner, Pressey and 
Crowder. 
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B.P. Skinner - bases his programmed instruction on the 
philosophy that the student can be led to desired terminal 
behavior through many successive steps, each reinforced by 
the knowledge of results. Therefore, in his extrinsic, 
constructed-response, linear program, he offers one item at a 
time with the student composing his own response, and therefor , 
building up knowledge as he progresses. 5I. .. 
In the laboratory, Prorea•or Skinner has had great 
18 
success in teaching ani~a, by putting into effect "contingen iea 
of reinforcement" which result in shaping the behavior of 
these animals. This learned behavior is maintained by simply 
arranging the contingencies of reinforcement. 
Dr. Skinner transfers the learning proces.s of animals in 
his experi~a to the learning process in general. He gives 
J/ 
as an example the learning process in arithmetic on the 
lower grade level. Much of the verbal repertoire of aritametic 
is rote learning -- arithmetic vocabulary, numbers, operautons 
etc. Long periods elapse between the time the onild completes 
his examples and when the teacher checks them. Thus, although 
a long series of contingencies is necessary to bring the child 
a knowledge of arithmetic, the teacher is seldaa able te 
iiB.P. Skinner, "The Science of Learning and the Art of 
Teaching," ~e Harvard Eduqatioaal Review (Spring, 195~), 
24:86-97· 
!/Ibid., P• 88. 
J/Ibid., PP• 90-92. 
reinforce at each step, eaCh Child's response. Furthermore, 
on an arithmetic problem sheet, each problem is independent 
of the others. This means that learning can no longer be 
interrelated, and knowledge built on what has come before. 
Skinner and Holland's" class ioal" programming teclmique 1J 
is as follows: 
1. There must be immediate reinforcement tor each 
response. 
2. Only banavior that is emitted and reinforced is 
learned. 
3• Errors have aversive effects which lower the · 
rate of responding -- error rate shouil:.d be low (5-lQ%). lt• !'here must be a gradual progression from simple 
to complex in successive steP8• 5. There should be a grtdual withdrawal of stimulus 
support in successive steps (fading or vanishing). 
6. The student's observing behavior should be 
controlled by the use of a machine. 
7• Extensive discr~inatiaa training must be given 
to establish an abstraction or concept. Kany examples. 
must be given to·enlarge the concept over a wide range 
ot possibilities. 
8. Several tests and retests of the program are 
necessary with several revisions made before the program 
can be considered satisfactory. 
!he second approach in programming is that of Sidney L. 
?:.1 . 
Pressey. He bases his programmed instruction on the same 
philosoph'1 of learning as does B.JP. Skinner. However, Pressey' 
program format differs tram Skiuner•s in that he uses a 
multiple-choice response rather ~ a constructed-response. 
maapted trom Joseph W. Rigne7 aBd Edward B. Fey, "Current 
'feaching Jlachine Programa and Programming Techniques, " Audio 
Visual CoDIDIIUlioation Review (Xa7-June, 1961), Supplement 3J 
9:15-16. 
i/W.J. Carr, "A Review ot the Literature on Certain Aspects of 
Automated Instruction, " Prolramaed. Learning, W. Sm.i th and 
J. Moore (Editors), D. Vanostrand dO!a:paDJ, lfew Jersey, 1962, 
P• 64,. 
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eterline points out that by using a multiple-Choice responl 
he learner not only learns to seleot the correct answer, but 
lso learns to discriminate accurately and to discard the 
incorrect answers. y 
Skinner disputes this point by insisting that a student 
should construct rather than select a response. Be aa,a: 
wThe student must compose his response rather than 
select it tram a set of alternatives, as in a .ultiple-
ohoioe self-rater. One reason for this is that we want 
him to recall rather than reoogni·se - to make a responae 
as well as see that it is l•i&nt• Another reason is that 
effective multiple-enoioe material maat contain plausible 
wrong responses, whi~ are out of place in the delicate 
prooesa of anaping behavior because they strengthen 
unwarranted toru •" 
.ll Borman A. Crowder supplies the tbird approaCh in 
programming. Be uses an intrinsic, aultiple-choice, branChing 
program. Crowder's philosophy is that teaChing is a 
communicating process, and that human learning takes place in 
a variety of ways depending on the abilities and knowledge ot 
the students, the nature ot the subject matter, and other 
tactora, some even unknown. ~us, hia BUltiple-ohoice questio 
come with a separate set of correctional material tor ea~ 
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included in the multiple-choice alternati • 
2 B.F. Skinner, "Teaching MaChines," P• 970. 
orman A. Crowder, "Automatic Tutoring by Intrinsic 
Programming," Teaching Jlachines and Progr&.llllled Learning, op.ci t 
PP• 286-298• 
!he student works on a Crowder program by reading the 
material presented. Then he answers a multiple-choice questio.a 
about this material. It he answers correctly he is sent on to 
the next question. If he is unsucoesstul he branches to 
explanatory material that will belp him to see his errors. 
1:1 Hughes points out that the Crowder type program can 
have :t'rames that are several paragraphs long, a:t'ter which 
comes a multiple-choice question. Learning can take place 
:t'rom reading, and the multiple-choice question contir.ms the 
learning. It the student has nat learned he branches to 
additional information. Thus, each student's responses 
determine his individual program. y 
Crowder says: "Intrinsic programming allows us to 
produce a device WhiCh responds appropriately to what the 
student does." 
Teaching machines versua paper devices.-- Teaoning 
machines or auto-instructional devices are usually associated 
with prograDIUed instruct! on. .A.l though there are m.an7 
commercially available teaching maehines, allowing :t'or minor 
21 
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variations, the following description would :t'it most machine : 
-
LfJ .L. Hughes, 'D- ~~ Instruction for Schools and Industl']:, 
lfcienoe Research Associates, Inc., Chicago, 1902, P• 14. 
VHorman A. Crowder, !P• cit., P• 287. 
l/Adapted tro.a B.P. Skinner, "Teaebing Kachines," PP•969-970. 
The teaching machine is a small box into which a 
program is set. On the lett side ot the box is a window 
with the question in it. On the right side is a space tor 
the student to write his ,esponse. Above this answer 
space is a window where the oorreot response.is shown. 
Atter each response the student opens the irindow to see 
it he is correot. It he is. he moves on to the next frame 
by pulling a lever on the side ot the machine. 
Althougn teaehing machines and programmed instruction are 
. 1.1 
generally linked together, Fry points out that machines are 
not a necesaitTi He states: 
"•••• A new development is not to use machines at 
all, but to use books and paper,d.evices. Although lacking 
some ot the control ot maoh1nea, these devices provide 
flexibility ot rate. unit pre• .. tation, and immediate 
knowledge ot results." . 
·y 
Hughes oo~iders both the advantages and disadvantages 
ot teaching machines. The favorable aspects include the fact 
that they are oheat proof; that they can keep an accurate 
record or the reapODaea made; that as pieces or hardware 
they motivate interest; and that they are less expensive in 
the long run. 'l'he un.f'avorable points are that teaching maohine1 
are relatively high in initial coat; that equipment breakdowns 
can cause many difficulties; and that they have not been shown 
to tea~ more effectively than paper devices. 
ll lallerr describes a. study at the Collegiate School in 
New York City. The purpose of this study was to examine the 
1/Edward Pry, "Teaching MaChine Dichoto.my:Skinner vs. Pressey, 
Proarammed Lear!},\y, op, cit., P• 8Jt.. 
g/J,L. Hughes, op, cit., PP• 39-40• 
l/David Mallery, New Approaches in Education. National Council 
ot Independent Schools, Boston, 1961, PP• lS-28. 
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uses of teaching machines at the primary, elementaey, and 
1 
secondary school levels. The teachers at the sanool reported:~ 
"As teachers, we are mainl7 concerned with the 
preparation of material to be used in these devices. For 
a device, no matter how ingeDioua, can be only as 
23 
effective as the material whiCh has been programmed for ii •" 
Purthermore, they experimented w1 th a mathematics program by 
jusing both machine and prograumed text. With the programs 
themselves being the same, the prograJmD.ed text proved to 
be just as effective as the teachiDS machine. 'fhey concluded 
that tor researCh purposes, in planning new programs, the 
programmed text offered numerous advantages. y 
Epstein and Epstein point out that: 
"•o machine is a magical device that can automaticalJV 
pump edu.cation into a student's mind. Every machine can 
present a student only with the program that is in it. 
Everr lea.ra1q. program is made by a human being, highl7 
trained to pMaent proper stimuli, demand correot responsE •• 
and prOYtd• ~ student with the frequent and immediate 
reinforoe..at tbat encourages hia to do his best. " 
J/ Deterline feels that the cheating element eliminated 
~y the use of a teaching machine ia not reall:r a serious 
~roblem in programmed instruction an:rway because: ~n 
~earning is as easy as cheating, and cheating produces no 
~earning, eheating becomes rather pointless." 
1Lf.Ib1d. t P• lb • 
llfaam and Beryl Epstein, op. cit., P• 4.7. 
~illiam A. Deterline, op. cit., P• 38. 
Programming techniques.-- Por those interested in y 
programming, Klaus suggests the following procedure: 
1. List the specific objectives of the program in 
clear behavioral terms. 
2. Prepare a course outline covering all the materia 
to be taught. 
3. Prepare draft frames by breaking dow.n the 
material into very small steps. (This process often helps 
to identity omissions in the outline or material that 
does not reflect course objectives.t 
~. Draft frames that will be edited three times. 
a. Another progr&DIIII8r will attempt to simplify 
the program and discover errors which the 
original programmer has made • 
b. A technical expert will review the fr~s to 
insure technical accuracy ot the material. 
c. A skilled writer will review the trames and 
reword those that are awkward or unclear, so 
that the program is enjoyable to work with as 
well as instruotioll8l. 5. Show the frames to trial subjects and revise the 
frames as necessary. 
6. Provide tor a final review ot the trames by the 
technical expert betore they are reproduced tor tield 
tryout. y 
Hughes describes a method ot designing and constructing 
frames: 
1. Lead the students to make specific responses 
that can be promptly reinforced. 
2. Make sure that some tramea teach new material 
While others provide tor practice and review. 
3• Write short frames that contain only one concept. 
4• Cue the students in ao that they will make the 
correct responses. (Generally a minimum or 90-95~ oovreot 
responses is considered necessary by the writers ot 
constructed-response, linear programs.) 5. Gradually remove cues until the students can 
make responses with little or no help. (This is called 
fading or vanishing.) 
o. Oueing can be accomplished in the following ways: 
a. Direct copying ot terms 
b. Underlining, italics, quotation marks, etc. 
c. Providing the tirst letter ot words 
V Adapted trom David J. Klaus, op. cit., PP• 130-142. 
1/ Adapted tram J.L. HUghes, op. cit., PP• 67-80. 
d. Semantics -- word order, sentence structure, 
ke~ words, etc. 
1• Require relevant and significant respanses. 
8. Regularly intersperse review frames throughout 
the pr!'raa. 
Smitn discusses programming techniques and feels that : 
1. Learning varies directly with the proportion ot 
correct responses. 
2. In an ilapertect program, motivation runs high 
because the possibility ot tailure enhances the 
reintorcement effect ot a sucoesstul response. 
3. The brignt don't need as much review as the dull 
for retention. 
5I In the actual writing ot a program, Smith. suggests: 
1. Define precisely the desired behavior and the 
form or forma which it muat take. 
2. Determine the steps to be learned, which when 
summated, will comprise the behavior. 
3. Introduce the concepts. Define all terms to 
be used: 
•• Introduction by definition -- be simple, give 
examples, show what the concept is not 
b. Introduction by example 
c. Introduction by anticipation 
d. Introduction by prompts. 
~. Follow the "web of learning" -- tying new to old, 
using S'1Jl.Onyma and anton1'JIIS, progressing from concrete 
to abstract and back, using repetition and spaced reviews 
Advantages ot programmed instruction·-- The many 
advantages of programmed instruction are pointed out by Dr. 
. ll 
Skinner as he says: 
1. The student is alwaJ'S alert and busy since there 
is a constant interchange between the student and the 
prograa. 
~Adapted fraa Donald Smith, "speculation.:Character1stics of 
Successful Programs and Programaera,"Auto.matio Teaching : !he 
State of the Art, Eugene Galanter (Editor), John WUey and 
.sons, Inc., New York, 19$9, PP• 91-92. 
g,/J:bid.,p. 93· 
~/Adapted tram B.F.Skinner, ~y We Need Teaching MaChines," 
llue-Barb<m.r ~Lectur_ea, University of Virginia, Karch 19$9. 
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2. lMBediate reinforcement sustains a lively 
interest on the part ot the learner. · 
3• There is an 1ndi'Yid1tal rate or progress -- the 
girted advance rapidly and have time tor enrichment 
programs; the slow work at their own rate and taste 
success rather than failure and ridicule. -4-• In case ot absence. one picks up where one lett 
ott. 
S. Carefully designed material with one problem 
depending on the answer to the preceding one causes 
ettioient progress in a complex repertoire. 
6. Learning is no longer motivated by aversive 
controls ( tear ot the rod in past years; criticism, 
failure, and ridicule today). 
7• ~e responsibility tor learning lies with the 
program. It is constantly revised to tit the needs ot 
the students. 
11 
Roth concludes, "It teaching machines take over that 
which can be learned meohan1call'1• what a tine chance tor 
the really competent teacher to contribute What is distinctly 
human." 
i1/"illiam E. Hoth, "Prom Skinner to Crowder to Chance : A 
Primer on 'reaching Jlaoh.ines," BnsJ.ish .Journal (September, 1961 ' ~o:q.o1. 
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CH.AP'.rER III 
OONSTRUOTI ON OP Tim BTERI.IIB 
T.ne purpose or this study was to determine whether the 
skill ot outlining could be taught succesatully at the fifth-
grade level by means or progr ... ed instruction. 
Listins obJectives.-- !he tirst step in constructing the 
program was to list the objectives ot the program in terms ot 
the outlining skills the children were expected to acquire. 
ObJectives ot th@ Program 
The children should be able to: 
1. Explain the following terms: paragraph. main 
topic, subtopic, outline t~ 
2. Read a paragraph and write the main topic ot 
this paragl"aph 
3. Read a two-paragraph selection and write the 
main topic ot each paragraph in outline torm 
lt• Read a paragraph and write the subtopics or 
this paragraph as well as the main topic 
5. Read a two-paragraph selection and write the 
subtopics as well as the main topics ot each 
paragraph 
6. Use correct outline tor. tor a selection by 
placing the main topics next to Roman numerals 
and the subtopics next to capital letters. 
Prepariy a oourse outl1Dt.- The second step in 
creating the program was to p~epare a course outline inoludi 
all the material to be taught. The writers arranged this 
outline in a logical sequence whiCh later tacilitated the 
-27"" 
writing ot frames. 
Course Outline 
I. Introduction to outlining and an overYiew. 
A. Present a two-paragraph selection and an outline 
ot this selection. 
B. Define the necessary terms: 
1. paragraph - A paragraph is a group ot sentences 
about one topic. 
2~ main topic • !he main topic ot a paragraph tells 
what the paragraph is about. ). subtolics - !he subtopics ot a paragraph explai 
the ma n topic, 
~. outline torm - Correct outline tor.m is : 
I, 
1. 
H. 1. B, 
a, Present a step by step analysis or how the two-
paragraPh selection was outlined, 
1, Define main topic• 
2. Show outline tom.. ). Explain the placement ot main topics on an 
outline. " 
~• List the main topics, , Place the main topics on a given empty outline, , Define subtopics. 
7• Explain the placement ot subtopics on an 
outline. . 
8, List·tbe subtopics ot the tirst paragraph, 
9• Place the subtopics on the partially tilled-in 
outline, ·· 
10, List the subtopics ot the second paragraph. 
11, Place these subtopics on the outline. 
12. Compare the completed outline with the original 
outline. 
II, Finding and writing the main topic• 
A, Pinding the main topic• 
1, Review detiniticm. ot main topic. 
2, Present a paragraPh and three possible main 
topics. 
3• The correct main topic liUSt be chosen, 4• Present a more dittioult paragraPh along with 
three possible main topics. 
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S• The correot main topic must be Chosen again. 
b. Present a third and harder paragraph along with 
three possible main topics. · 
7• Again the correot main topic must be chosen. 
B. Writing the main topic. 
1. Review definition ot main topic. 
2• Present a simple paragraph. 
3• !he main topic ot this paragraph DlUSt be writtex: ~ 
4• Pour more increasingly complex paragraphs are 
presented. 
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5. '!he main topic tar each paragraph must be writte Po• 
o. Review outline tor.a. 
7• Present a two-paragraph selection. 
8. '!'he main topic ot eaCh paragraph in the 
selection must be written and placed on an outlinte 
9• Present a second two-paragraph selection. 
10. Again the main topic et eaCh paragraph must be 
written and placed GD an outline. 
III. Finding and writing subtopics. 
A. Review the meaning ot subtopics. 
1. Review the meaning ot main topics. 
2. Show the placeaent ot main topics on an outline. 
3. Explain the relatioDahip between main topics 
and subtopics. 
£
• Define subtopics. · 
• Give simple examples of subt.opics • 
• Show what subtopics are not. 
1. Provide tor the tilling-in ot subtopics on 
simple outlines. 
8. Show the correct placement ot subtopics on an 
outline. 
B. Finding subtopics. 
1. Review the meaniq ot subtopics. 
2. Preseat a simple paragraph and its main topic 
along with tive possible subtopics. 
3• The subtopics ot this paragraph must be chosen. 4• Present two more paragraPhs and their possible 
subtopics. 
5. The subtopics tor eaOh paragraph must be Chosen. 
o. Review the placement of main topics and subtopic 
on an outline. 
o. Writing subtopics. 
1. Review the meaning ot subtopics and outline form 
2. Present a simple paragraph and the main topic 
of this paragrapn. 
3. The subtopics ot this paragraph must be written. 
~. Present tour more increasingly complex paragrapn • 
5. The subtopics ot each of these paragraphs must 
·be written. 
6. These subtopics must be placed in the correct 
position on an outline. 
IV. Outlining two-paragraph selections. 
A. Outlining a two-paragraph selection-- outline form 
given. 
1. Review the meaning ot main topic, subtopics, 
outline form. 
2. !he main topic of eaoh paragraph must be written 
3. These main topics mu.t be placed on a given 
outline. 
~. The subtopics of each paragraPh must be written. S. These subtopics must be placed on the given 
outline. 
B. Outlining a two-paragraph selection-- no help given 
1. Review outline t~, the steps in outlining, the 
meaning of main topio, subtopics. 
2. The main topic tor eaCh paragraph must be writt • 
3· An outline DIU8t be constructed and the main 
topics must be placed in their correct positions. 
l• The subtopics tor each paragraph muat be written • These subtopics must be placed on the outline. • The steps in outlining a selection must be 
described by the children. 
~tins paragraphs and selections tor outlinipg.-- The 
third step in constructing the program was to write a great 
many well-structured paragraphs and selections that could be 
outlined easily and would meet the particular needs of the 
program. The topics chosen were of a tactual nature, and it 
was hoped that they would appeal to most fifth graders. 
Drafting the frames.-- The fourth step in writing the 
program was the actual drafting ot individual frames. Guided 
by the course outline, the authors began to construct the 
program frame by frame. '!'he frames were written using the 
Skinner method (extrinsic, constructed-response, linear 
program). The children were required to read a frame and then 
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to write a response. T.he response called tor was a relevant 
one that checked the learning of the essential material in 
the trame. I .. ediately after the response was written, the 
correct answer was seen. 
!he writers attempted to keep the trames as short as 
possible, generally limiting each trams to one concept. Some 
ot the frames presented new material, while others provided 
tor practice and review. The frames were designed so as to 
evoke the correct answers. Olues were provided and then 
gradually removed; this technique is known as "fading" or 
11vanishing11 • 
Clueing was accomplished in the following ways1 
1. Copying ot terms - e.g •• Lesson !-Question 1~. 
14) !he subtopics in a paragraph tell something 
about the main topio. In a paragraph, the 
subtopics explain the topio. 
2. Underlining of terms ll!t •--&•• Lesson 6-Q,uestion ~. 
4> 'l'he wortt sub means Uil<tir• The subtopics ot a 
paragraph oome under the main on an 
outline. 
). Providing the first letter ot words - ••l•t 
Lesson !()-Question ~. 
2liJ .. For each paragraph ln the selection you do 
the same thing until the entire selection 
has been 0 • 
~. Indicating the number ot words in the response - e.g. 
Lesson )•Question 12. 
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12) I good titie tor this paragraph ia __ 
---------· 
S. Using grammatical structure - e.g •• Lesson 4-Qaestion 
13. 
13) It is easy to see th&t .. the main topic of 
ea~ pa~agrapa in a selection is placed after 
a Roman numeral on an • 
6. Presenting key words - ••8•• Leason 2-Question 1. 
1) The main topic ot a paragraPh tells mat the 
paragraph ia all about. In a paragraph• the 
main can be used aa the title. 
7• GiTing possible titles tor paragraphs - e.g., 
Lesson 2•Question 9• 
9) ParagraPh 2 talks about a special group ot 
snakes. Prom the giTen titles, the best wOUld 
be • 
8. G1Ting possible subtopics tor paragraphs - e.g., 
Lesson 7-Question 11. 
11) Decide Which ot the_pa subt'opics on 
Page 21 explain the ~topic ot paragraph 
1 and .9.21!! them on yov answer sheet • 
9• Structuring of the paragraphs from simple to complex. 
Due to lack ot time and unayailability ot trial subjects, 
the frames were not pretested before tney were used in field 
tryout. HoweTer, before they were reproduced, they were 
checked tor technical accuracy by an expert in the field ot 
language arts, and then caeoked once again by the writers 
tor readability. 
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~esigning the device tor presenting the program.-- The 
experimenters felt that for research purposes it was most 
expedient to use a pencil and paper device; therefore, the 
program was rexographed. The frames were placed on a question 
sheet. A second sheet, the answer Sheet, consisted or the 
correct responses as well as spaces tor the writing or these 
responses. The paragraphs and selections were found on 
separate sheets. The question sheet was folded vertically so 
that the answer sheet could be inserted into it. Thus, the 
question sheet covered the part of the answer sheet that 
contained the correct responses, but allowed the answer spaces 
o remain visible. A colored marker was provided so that only 
e frame was shown at a time. A sample or the program and a 
olored marker are found on the following page to demonstrate 
technique whicn was used. 
Buildinc the tests.-- In order to determine the 
ffectiveness or the program, it was necessary to develop 
wo intor.mal tests, one to be given before the administration 
t the program and the other to be given afterwards. Using the 
bjectives or the program as a guide, the writers built two 
imilar tests. 
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____ ....................... -.... ~ ........ , ......... _________ _ 
8} From hat you have ju t r- ad8 o n you fili ix 
thi eimpl outl ne ? 
Ic ~h ()il:OUS 
Ao 
BQ Whsn 
~---------~~~~~--~~-------------------
9) In th outlin you haV: just o~ked on, 
h and When a~e o lled th eoa ae th y 
tell bout th main topio 
~--------------------------------·--------~-------) In a paragraph about helpful insects, you 
might find · e of th pr y1ng mantis~ 
the dragon flyf) and tale honeybe o From hat 
you h va just ~ ad~ oomplet e following outlin o 
Io H lptul insect 
Ao P:r~aying ntis 
Bo 
rf .................. R t• 
VJO -
In th in you h just orked on, tbe 
ubtopi~s · ro placed attar eap1tal .oca. ·-~o 
~------~-------------------------------~----) ln an outline. letters ~& al ay ~itt n 
beto·ra the eub~oPI~· o 
~---------------------------------------------) s·ubto·pios alwa:v·® are pla,.,ed attel"' __ --= 
o n outlin.&o 
------·----------------------------------------hould. 
0 
• l r n•.,...-"=-•....._....., ________________ _ 
5) R member that he main topic oom s aft r a 
num r lo 
"""'·--
~-----------------------------~-----~---·-16----
6) Subtopics com tar o pite.l .......... --.. -·!; 
.......... 4 ................................... ------· 
GO ON TO PAGE 20 e 
0 
2 ) 2 
-----------------
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CHA.PTKR IV 
PLAN OF THE EXPERIMENT 
The purpose of this study was to determine whether the 
skill or outlining could be taught successfully to fifth 
graders by means of programmed instruction. 
The method or attacking this problem was tirst to write 
the program. Next the experimenters had to find two sui table 
groups on whioh to test this program. Then they had to get 
permission to use these groups tor their study. In working 
witb the children, general plana consisted of pretesting the 
groups, presenting the prosraa, and post-testing the groups. 
Attar that oame a thorough analyais or all the data collected 
in the study • 
The progr8Jil.~ The progr• oo:nsisted of 231 trames whioh 
. 
were divided into ten lessons. The tirat lesson was rather 
long beoauae it was an introduction to outlining and an 
overview of What the children were expected to accomplish. 
The beginning teaching lessons were short and simple. As the 
lessons progressed, they became longer and more difficult. 
Selection of the 2o~ati9p4~ In order to see how 
etteot'i ve the program was in teaching outlining, the 
experimenters decided to use two groups ot fifth graders --
one an &Terage-elow group and the other an aTerage-bright 
group. By so doing, they could not only see it the program 
worked• but also tind out it the same program could etf'eotivel r 
teaCh all levels of' learners. 
The prinoipals ot two elementary schools in a lfew England 
community were contacted and permission was obtained to 
conduct the study using their titth-grade classes. The project 
was handled by the two experiaenters who presented all the 
material in the f'itth-grade elaaarooma. 
There were 3S ohildren in the average-slow (AV..SL) group. 
Table 1 describes these Children in terms ot intel1igenoe 
quotients and reading aohieveaent. 
Table 1. Central Tendency and Variability ot Intelligenoe 
Quotients aDd Reading AChievement ot AV-SL Group 
Number ot 
Tests Children Range Mean s.n. {1) (2) l3J j_tb_)_ _(5) 
Intelligence !I 3S 81 - 128 Quotients••••••• 103 9 
Reading ~ 
3$ 3.9 IIJ 7.6 $.7 AChievement•••••••• leO 
!/As measured by the Otis Alpha (Aa) Test given October, 1960. 
b/As meas~ed by the Stantord Elementary (L) Test given Mayj 
l962. Grade scores have been reported. 
It has been shown by Table 1 that the 3$ children in the 
AV-sL group had a mean intelligence quotient of' 103 with a 
standard devaition ot 9• The mean grade score in reading 
achievement was $.7 with a standard deviation of' 1.0. 
)6 
!he AV-BR group also consisted of 35 children. Table 2 
describes this group in terms of intelligence quotients and 
reading achievement. 
Table 2. Central Tendency and Variability of Intelligence Quotients and Reading Achievement of AV-BR Group 
Number of 
Tests Children Range Mean (1) (2) (3) (h.) 
Intelligence !I 
35 81 - 14$ 116 Quotients••••••• 
Reading ~ 
AChievement•••••••• 3S 4·3- s.o 6.1 
!/As measured by the Otis Alpha {As) Test given October, 
s.D. 
{5) 
11 
1.6 
1960. 
JVAs measured by the Stanford Elementary {L) Test given May, 
1962. Grade scores have been reported. 
Table 2 has shown that the 35 children in the AV-BR 
group had a mean intelligenoe quotient of 116 with a standard 
deviation of 11. !he mean grade score in reading achievement 
was 6.1 with a standard deviation of 1.6. 
The forementioned descriptions explain why one group was 
designated average-slow {AV-sL) while the other group was 
considered average-bright (AV-BR). 
General plans.-- The plan of the experiment was to 
pretest the two groups of Children to find out how muCh they 
knew about outlining. Then the ten lessons were to be 
presented. Pinally, a post-test was to be given to see how 
much the children had learned. It was decided to start and 
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to keep the AV-SL group one week ahead ot the AV-BR group. 
By so doing, the same program sheets could be used by both 
groups, with only the need tor new answer sheets for the 
second group. 
!iJII! aoh.edul.e.-- The study was conducted during the end 
ot January and the beginning ot Pebruarr, 1963. 'l'he pretest 
was administered to each group on a Priday, and the first 
lesson was given on the following Monday. ~e ten lessons 
ran consecutively, o.ne lesson per day tor two weeks. The 
last lesson was given to each group on a Friday, and the 
post-test was administered on the following Konday.~ougnout 
the experiment the Obildren were allowed to work at their 
own rate with no time limits tmposed. 
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CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OP DATA 
The purpose of this study was to determine whether the 
kill of outlining could be taught successfully to fifth 
raders by means of programmed instruction. 
In order to achieve this goal it was necessary to 
iscover: 
r : 
1. The strengths and weaknesses of the program which 
was created to teach outlining 
2. Whether fifth-grade students of differing abilities 
could make significant gains in the skill of 
outlining by using the program 
). The actual gains made by the students in the skill 
of outlining. 
Furthermore. it was considered important to find out 
1. Reading achievement affected percentage or error on 
the program 
2. Relative gains in the skill of outlining were related 
to percentage of error on th• program 
). Reading ability influenced the learning of outlining 
by means of programmed instruction. 
1. The Program 
Item analysis.-- The first step in analysis of data was 
o check the program carefUlly frame by frame. Tables 3 • 12 
resent an item analysis of the ten lessons in terms of the 
ercentages of error made by the average-bright (AV-BR) and 
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average-slow (AV-SL) groups. A detailed examination of the 
frames which caused the greatest percentages of error is 
found following the tables. 
Table 3. Percentages ot Error by AV-BR and AV-SL Groups in 
Frames ot Lesson One 
Frame 
(l) 
*1 ••••••• 
*2 ••••••• 
3······· l ...... . ••••••• ••••••• 1······· 
*8 ••••••• 
9······· 10 ••••••• 
11 ••••••• 
12 ••••••• 
13······· 
·~Error 
AV-BR .AV~L 
(2T TI> 
17 
l4 
i 
.3 
11 
0 
11 
l 
0 
3 
3 
Frame {1) 
lh. ....... . 
ttl.) ....... \'! 
16 ••••••• 
*17······· 
18 ••••••• 
:, 19·· ••••• 
*20 ••••••• 
*21 ••••••• 
*22 ••••••• 
*2~······· 2 ••••••• 
2 ••••••• 
%Error 
AV-BR AY-SL 
(2) .( 3l 
* Causes of error to be discussed following tables. 
Pable 4• Percentages ot Error by AV-BR and AV-SL Groups in 
Frames ot Lesson Two 
Frame 
(1) 
1 ••••••• 
*2 ••••••• 
,.3•······ q. ••••••• 
*5 ••••••• 
*b ••••••• 
AV-BR AV-SL 
(2) (3J 
0 
11 
3 
0 
17 
17 
3 
17 
0 
0 
32 
32 
Frame 
1ll 
1 ••••••• 
a ••••••• 
9······· 10 ••••••• 
11 ••••••• 
12 ••••••• 
~Irror. 
AV-BR AV-SL 
j 
3 
0 
l 
3 
17 
11 
9 
3 
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!rable S. Peraentages ot Error by AV-BR and AV-SL Groups in 
Frames ot Leason Three 
~ Error ~_Error 
Frame AV-BR AV-8L Frame AV•BH AY-BL 
tlJ (2) {3J {l_l .l2_J (3 J 
1 ••••••• 0 0 10 ••••••• .3 6 
2 ••••••• 11 6 11 ••••••• 11 11 r··· .. 0 0 12 ••••••• 9 6 ••••••• 1' 0 T ...... 11 11 * •.••... 23 1 ••••••• 6 11 
••••••• 6 0 1 ••••••• ~ 0 1 ••••••• 6 .,.1 ••••••• 23 8 ••••••• 0 17······· 3 3 9······· 0 3 
Table 6. Percentages ot Error by AV-BR and AV..SL Groups in 
Prames ot Lesson Four 
~ Error ~Error 
Prame AV•BR AV-SL Frame AV-BR AV-SL 
.tl_} {~J Ul (1) (2) l3J 
1 ••••••• 0 0 ..a •••.••• 11 20 
2 ••••••• 0 6 9······· .3 li ~······· 3 3 10 ••••••• 6 ••••••• .3 0 11 ••••••• 3 
........ 0 0 12 ••••••• 
1' 
3 
o ••••••• 0 0 *13······· 23 1······· 3 0 
\ 
rrable 1· Peraentages of Error by AV-BR and AV-SL Groups in 
Frames ot Lesson Five 
~ Error ~Error 
Frame AV-BR AV-SL Prame All-~ 4V"-SL 
(1) (2) UJ (1) (Z) (JJ 
-
1 ••••••• 0 ~ 9······- 0 0 2 ••••••• 0 10 ••••••• 3 0 
~······· 6 3 *11 ••••••• 17 ~k ••••••• 6 0 12 ••••••• 3 ~······· 9 lf······ 9 0 ••••••• 6 3 *1 ••••••• 17 ~j *~······· 14. 20 *1 ••••••• 9 
••••••• 0 0 
Table 8. Percentages ot Error by AV-BR and AV-SL Groups in 
Frames of Lesson Six 
:Frame 
ll J 
1 ••••••• 
2 ••••••• 
.3······· 4······· s ••...•. 
o ••....• 
1······· a •••.•.. 
9······· 10 ••••••• 
11 ••••••• 
12 ••••••• 
*13 ••••••• lQ. ••••••• 
1,5 ••••••• 
1o ••••••• 
~Error 
A~-BR AV-SL 
{2} {3) 
3 
0 
3 
0 
9 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
~ 
0 
0 
9 
9 
9 
0 
0 
~ 
0 
3 
3 
0 
46 
3 
9 
Frame 
{1) 
17 ••••••• 
*18 ••••••• 
19······· 20 ••••••• 
21 ••••••• 
22 ••••••• 
2;3 ••••••• 
*24······· zs ......• 
26 ••••••• 
21······· 28 ••••••• 
29 ••••••• 
30 ••••••• 
3rt • • • • • • • 
32 ••••••• 
16 Error 
AV-BR AV"-SL 
{2} (3_1_ 
0 
6 
3 
3 
0 
0 
~ 
0 
3 
0 
0 
6 
6 
0 
0 
1~ 
11 
0 
0 
6 14 
29 
0 
6 
0 
0 
6 
17 
0 
23 
Table 9• Percentages of Error by AV-BR and AV-SL Groups in 
Frames ot Lesson seven 
Frame 
llJ 
1 ••••••• 
2 ••••••• 
~ ...... . • • • • • • • ••••••• 6 ••••••• 
1······· 8 ••••••• 
9······· 
*10 ••••••• 
*11 ••••••• 
12 ••••••• 
1~······· l ••••••• 
1 ••••••• 
*16 ••••••• 
17······· 18 ••••••• 
~_Error 
AV-BR A..Y-SL 
{_2J l3 J 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
~ 
0 
6 
11 
26 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
0 
3 
3 
3 
3 
0 14 
9 
0 
i!~ 
0 
0 14 
0 
23 
3 
11 
:Frame 
{1} 
19······· 20 ••••••• 
21 ••••••• 
22 ••••••• 
2~······· 2 ••••••• 
*2 ••••••• 
*2b ••••••• 
27 ••••••• 
28 ••••••• 
29······· 30 ••••••• 
31 ••••••• 
32 ••••••• 
~ ...... . ••••••• 3 ••••••• 
~ Error 
AV-BR AV-SL 
{2) 1.11 
0 
6 
6 
0 
6 
3 
3 
17 
3 
9 
0 
6 
3 
3 
3 
3 
0 
3 
17 
0 
J.l 
17 
43 
20 
6 
1~ 
3 
9 
9 
20 
9 
Table 10. Percentages ot Error by AV-BR and AV-SL Groups in 
Frames ot Lesson Eight 
~·Error ~Err-or 
Frame AV-BR AV-SL Frame AV-BR AV-SL 
(1) -~> _l1)_ ll) (2) l3J 
1 •••••••• 3 6 17········ 3 11 2 •••••••• 3 6 18 •••••••• 0 17 J• ...... 0 19········ 6 11 
•••••••• 3 6 *20 •••••••• 32 ~K •••••••• 6 0 21 •••••••• 9 •••••••• 29 *22 •••••••• 20 32 
-A ........ 0 3 l ....... 3 11 
• • • • • • • • 3 ~l *2 •••••••• 9 32 *9········ 9 *2 ••·••••• 11 31 10 •••.•••• 6 1~ 20 •.•...•. 6 11 11 •••..••• 3 21········ 9 9 12 •••••••• 3 9 *28 •••••••• 11 26 1~········ 0 29 29········ 0 
1 ••·•·••• 
0 11 30 •••••••• 0 0 
15 •••••••• 0 11 31 ••...... 0 0 
16 ••••••••. 6 9 *32 •••••••• 9 29 
Table 11. Percentages of Error by AV-BR and AV-SL Groups in 
Frames of Lesson Nine 
~Error % Error 
Frame AV-BR AV-SL Frame AV-BR AV-SL 
1_1._1 (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) 
1 ••••••••• 0 0 l~········ 6 9 2 ••••••••• 0 0 1 •···•••• 0 0 f ....... 0 6 1 ••.••..• 6 6 
• • • • • • • • • 3 0 10 ••••.•.• 3 1~ 
• • • • • • • • • 3 6 17········ 3 ~ • • • • • • • • • 0 9 18 ••.•••.• 3 7 •.. ...•.• 0 0 19········ 3 6 8 •• .••••.• 0 6 20 •••••••• 9 
9········· 0 0 *21 ••••••••. 0 29 10 •..••.••. 0 6 22 •••••••• 0 9 
11 ••••••••• 0 20 *2~········ 0 17 12 ••••••••• 3 6 2 •••.•••• 6 3 25 •.•••••• 0 9 
~able 12. Percentages ot Error by AV-BR and AV-SL Groups in 
Frames of Lesson Ten 
% Error ~Error 
Frame AV-BR AV'!"SL Prame J tv-BR AV-SL (1) (2) (3) (1) !{2) TIT 
1 ......... 0 3 1~······ 3 17 2 ••••.•••• 0 1~ 1 •••••• ~ 0 1~ ~········ 3 1 •••••• 0 ...... " . 0 0 lb •••••• 0 3 
* •.•••.•• 6 26 17······ 3 17 b •••••••• 3 29 18 •••••• 0 3 
. ~ .......... 3 20 *19······ 9 17 
•••••••• 3 14 20 •••••• 0 3 
9········ 0 3 *21 •••••• 11 20 10 •••••••• i 3 ;:ao 22 •••••• 6 6 
11 •••••••• 9 11 *~······ 2 20 12 ......... 3 23 • ••••• 14 
2 •••••• 6 0 
On the entire program, the AV-B.Rgroup averaged 4 per cen~ 
error While the AV-SL group averaged 11 per cent error. T.ne 
higher percentage of error on the part of the latter group 
J:/ 
is attributable to a lower reading level. 
Examination of high percentage error frames.-- In 
Lesson One, the high percentages of error in the following 
frames were caused b~: 
Frames 1, 2 - Unfamiliarity with the technique ot 
responding. By third question, this problem 
no longer existed. 
6, 8 ... Lack of understanding of the term main 
topic. Several frames preceding question 6 
needed ~o build up understanding of this 
term. 
· 11 See Pages 55-.56 for a detailed statistical analysis 
co.mparing reading levels with percentages of error. 
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15 - Lack of understanding of the term subtopic. 
Several frOODes preceding question 15 needed to 
build up understanding of this term. Poorly 
written fr~e in that the phrase whiCh modifie 
bicycles is unclear. Also, the word items, a 
vocabulary problem fa.r .W-SL group. 
17 - Failure ot grammatical clue word !m to lead 
AV-SL group to answer beginning with a vowel. 
,_.----20- Extensive length and complexity of frames. 
21 Failure to follow directions in frames points 
22 to need tor reminders on answer sheet. 
23 - Lack ot understanding ot placement of main 
topics next to Roman numerals on an outline. 
Preceding frames needed to build this concept. 
In general, Lesson One was too long. The selection used 
tor outlining should have been simpler and shorter. A 
detini tion ot the term outline should have bee.n included. 
Furthermore, since many children tailed to follow the 
directions in the frames, there seemed to be a need for 
reminders on the answer sheet. Lastly, it should be mentioned 
that this lesson was intended as an introduction to 
programming and an overview ot outlining. It fulfilled these 
goals, but because it was not written as a teaching lesson 
some ot the frames proved to be difficult to understand. 
In Lesson Two, the high percentages ot error in the 
following frames were caused by: 
Frames 2 - Failure ot the wording of the frame to bring 
forth a number as the response. 
5 - Contusing nature ot possible titles. Lack ot 
discrimination on part of students between 
two titles: 
Four Presidents of OUr Country 
Four Paces on Mount Rushmore 
6 - Confusing titles and double re~ponse. 
In Lesson Three, the high percentages of error in the 
following frames were caused by: 
Frames 5 • Disbelief that same answerSioald be used in 
three consecutive frames. 
16 - Grammatical clue word !n disregarded by AV-SL 
group. 
In Lesson Four, the high percentages of error in the 
following frames were caused by: 
Frames 8 - Contusion resulting from use of whole paragraPh 
as a clue. Sentence clue needed. 
13 -Failure of grammatical clue word an to lead· 
stUdents to response beginning with a vowel. 
An additional point to note is that some students failed to 
till in the empty outline and apparently needed additional 
reminders on the answer sheet. 
In Lesson Five, the high percentages or error in the 
following frames were caused by: 
Frames 7 - Inadequate clue words. 
11 • Placement ot response blank at beginning of 
sentence rather than at end. 
1~ - Lack of understanding of the term subtopica. 
15 - Unfamiliarity with outline form. Apparent need 
for practice or this form. 
In Lesson Six, the high percentages of error in the 
following frames were caused by: 
Frames 13 - Lack of clear understanding of term subtopic 
and its applicability in this question. Aversiv 
effect of error in this question resulted 1n 
successful response in the next frame which was 
similarly worded. 
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18 - Change-over tram question 17 by requiring·a 
different response tor till-in on outline. 
24 - Lack of understanding that subtopics are placed 
next to capital letters on an outline. Need for 
outline diagrams more than repetitive statementE~ 
In Lesson Seven, the high percentages of error in the 
~ollowing frames were caused by: 
Frames 10 - Failure on part of students to follow througn 
tram questions 8 and 9• 
11 - Careless reading of paragraph and its possible 
subtopics. Failure to discern between common 
knowledge and material contained in given 
paragraph. 
16 - Failure to notice the order ot the names of the 
explorers in paragraph. 
\. 25 - Contused wording of frame which does not take 
into consideration ~he entire meaning of the 
last sentence of paragraph 3. 
26 - Complex nature ot material to be outlined. 
In Lesson Eight, the high percentages of error in the 
~ollowing frames were caused by: 
Frames 6 • Lack of clear connection between main topics 
and Raman numerals by AV-SL group. 
9 - Contusion in double-blank response. Association 
ot main topics with Raman numerals and subtopic! 
with capital letters still unclear. 
20 - Failure to indicate the specific sentence to 
22 whiCh each ot the subtopics referred. 
24' 
25 - Difficulties with preceding questions. 
28 - Fatigue from lesson that was just too long. 
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In Lesson Nine, the high percentages of error in the 
~ollowing frames were caused by: 
Frames 21 - Need tor outline diagram rather than descriptiv 
23 words. 
In Lesson Ten~ the high percentages of error in the 
following frames were caused by: 
Frames 5 - Need tor outline diagram rather than descriptiv 
words. 
19 - Inability of students to follow mentally the 
21 outlining process. 
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General summarz.-- Programmed instruction proved to be 
most effective method of teaching outlining to fifth-grade 
students because: 
1. The Children were active lear.ners since they had to 
construct a response for each step in their learning. 
2. IDD11ediately after the children composed their answers 
they saw the correct ones. Thus, they were aware of' 
their successful responsea,and also,could learn tram 
their mistakes. 
3. The children were more often successful than not 
because the program was constructed so as to elicit 
correct responses. !heref'ore, a positive attitude towar 
learning resulted. It should be noted, however, that 
occasional errors stimulated alertness and made subsequ t 
achievement more satisfying. 
~. The gradual and logical progression tram the simple to 
the complex in small steps enabled even the slowest of 
children to grasp the material readily. In effect, 
learning was "easy." 
5. Each child worked at his own pace and no time was 
wasted. The teacher was freed from group teaching and 
could use the time far indiYidualized instruction. 
The program was an efficient means of teaching outlining 
n terms of classroom time spent to acquire the skill. The 
rigntest students were able to complete the entire program in 
s little as 2 hours, while average students needed ~-~t hours. 
The slowest children required up to 6! hours to finish the 
program. 
When asked tor conments about the program, the children 
replied most tavorabl7• Typical remarks were: 
I 
"This was an excellent program on outlining. 
I hate to see it come to an end. I like this way of 
learning very much." 
"I like this way ot learning. I would like to have 
other subjects like this." 
"I learned a lot in this two week session. I would 
enjoy learning this way more often." 
"I think I learned a lot about outlining. When I 
started I didn1 t know anything about outlining and now 
I know a lot." 
2. The Results of the Program 
The AV-BR and AV-SL groups are described in terms or 
intelligence quotients, reading levels, test scores,normalized 
attainment and percentages of error on the program on tables 
13 and 14 which follow. 
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Table 13. Characteristics, Test Scores, Nor.malized Attainment 
and Percentages ot Error on Program ot AV-BR Group 
Child (1) 
1 ••• 
2.-•• 
f ... ••• ••• ••• 1··· a ••• 
9··· 10 ••• 
11 ••• 
12 ••• lt··· 1 ••• ' 1 ••• 
1 ••• 
17··· 18 ••• 
19··· 
2o ••• 
21 ••• 
22 ••• 
2~···  •••
2 ••• 2o ••• 
27··· 28 ••• 
29·•· 
30 ••• 
31 ••• 
32 ••• 
3~···  •••
3 ••• 
!I Reading .lV' 
I.Q. Level 
(2) (3) 
12J4, 
124 
102 
98 
100 
124 
111 
81 
129 
111 
111 
126 
i~ 
126 
117 
107 
i~ 
131 
104 
117 
120 
105 
120 
120 
1~~ 
112 
122 
102 
97 
100 124 
135 
---
Pretest 
Ua.> 
Post-test 
(5) 
95 
100 
100 85 
I ~g 
90 50 
95 95 95 
100 
I 100 
95 
100 
100 85 
95 
100 
100 
95 
100 
3§ 
95 
100 
95 
~g 
95 
90 
3~ 
100 
95 
91 % 
B.A. Error 
(b) (7) 
48 
100 
100 
a 45 ~ 
71 
100 
100 
\ 76 
100 
I 100 
~ 
100 
100 
76 
100 
87 
34 
71 
100 
71 
0 
71 
76 
g~ 
0 
100 
79 
7 
0 
~ 
3 
! 6 
j 30 
2 g 
3 
1 
1 
3 
1 
9 
1 
6 
2 
1 
3 
1 
2 
tt 
1 
~ 
11 
2 
2 
4 
1 
2 
!f As measured by the Otis Alpha (As Tes-t--given October, 19oC ~ 
~ Grade scores reported trom Stantord Elementary (L) Test 
given May, 1962. 
o/ For detailed explanation ot Normalized Attainment and 
its formula, see Page 54 • 
so 
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Table 14. Characteristics, Test Scores, Nor.malized Attainment 
and Percentages or Error on Program or AV-SL Group 
--
- r---· -·~ 
Child !I Reading .21 y 
, 
I.Q. Level Pretest Post-test N.A. Error (1) (2J (31 (11.) (5) lbJ l7J 
1 ••• 101.&- 5.6 40 85 64 14 2 ••• 11ij. 7.0 30 90 77 5 ~··· 120 1·0 35 100 100 5 ••• 109 4·5 35 80 55 15 ~··· 105 ~·3 35 80 55 21 ••• I 107 .3 70 70 0 7 1··· I 114 6.1 I ~ 6~ Jft 4 a ••• ·I 81 ~·1 11 9··· I 108 ·3 ~ 95 92 I 1.&-10 ••• 1101.&. 6.2 ! 90 76 lij. 11 ••• lOlj. 6.1 I 95 86 1 
1 4.6 ' 16 12 ••• I 100 20 I '~ 52 1~··· I 89 s.o 10 I 17 21 1 ••• 106 7.1 70 I 100 100 I 3 1~··· ~3 ~.&.. 7 35 I 6~ 88 9 1 ••• ij..3 5 I ~ 11 I I 17 ••• 1f~ 6·9 20 I 75 ' 23 I I 18 •••. .2 70 I 100 100 I 16 19··· 90 6.o 15 I 80 61 ! 20 ••• 108 7·4 45 I 90 7tt I 5 21 •••. 87 ~-7 10 I 75 6 16 22 ••• 112 .2 20 85 
112 6.5 6o ~~ 89 1 ~··· 6~ ••• 112 4-· 7 30 8 25 ••• ~' ~-~ 30 90 77 21 26 ••• 1· 70 95 79 1tt 21··· 87 ~-&-.3 20 ~g 89 28 ••• Q8 ~:~ 10 62 11 29··· 96 0 80 64 ll-1-30 ••• 128 6.9 55 100 100 ~ 31 ••• 1~~ 6.5 15 85 70 
.32 ••• ~·1 20 6g i6 3 t·· 107 .o 45 23 3 ••• 122 6.1 20 95 89 15 3 ••• 95 5.0 15 70 45 20 
if As meas'l\I'ed by the Otis Alpha (As) Test given October, 19b0 
E./ Grade scores reported from Stanford Elementary (L) Test 
given May, 1962. 
. -~~;, 
g/ For detailed explanation or Nor.ma1ized Attainment and 
its formula, see Page 54 • 
"" 
~~ 
~ONLI8RA. 
Tables 13 and 1~ have described the AV-BR and AV-SL 
groups in terms of intelligence quotients, reading levels, 
test scores, normalized attainment and percentages of error 
on the program. 'rhe following analysis is made using the 
information on Tables 13 and 1~. All data were handled in 
ungrouped form. 
Significance of gains.-- In order to see it the children 
had made significant gains in the skill of outlining by using 
the program, the critical ratio between the pretest and post-
test had to be found. 
In order to determine this critical ratio, the following 
ll formulas were used: 
1) . -
-
2) 
3) 
-
-
5> a.R. -
-
~X 
I 
2 )( 
2 S.E.II2 
1/James E. Wert, Educational Statistics, Mc-Graw Hill Book 
Company, Inc.~ New York, 1938, PP• 41, 120, 1~5~ 151, 158. 
Table lS shows the values obtained to determine the 
critical ratio tor both the AV-BR and AV-SL groups. 
Table 1$. !I Values · Obtained to Determine Critical Ratio 
Group 
111 
AV-BRet 
AV-SL •• 
Between Pretest and Post-test tor AV-BR and 
AV-SL Groups 
Test Mean Ditt. S.D. s.E.x s.E.mrr. c.R. 
(2} _(3 }_ ll+J l5J lbJ l7} (ts} 
Pre- 79 17 3 
test lS 
Post- 9~ 10 2 3 s 
test 
Pre- 32 19 3 
test 52 
Post- 84. 13 2 4. 13 
test 
[!fV~lues presented have been rounded ott to the nearest whole 
number. 
A critical ratio or 5 tor the AV-BR group and a critical 
ratio of 13 tor the AV-SL group proved that statistically 
significant gains in the skill of outlining had been made in 
both groups. These gains were statistically significant at the 
.01 level of confidence. 
Actual gains.-- In order to find the actual gains made 
in the skill of outlining, the pretest and post-test scores 
of both groups were examined. The AV-SL group went from 32 per 
cent on the pretest to 8~ per cent on the post-test -- a gain 
ot 52 points. The AV-BR group started at 79 per cent and went 
up to 9~ per cent - a gain of 15 points. Although the gains o. 
both groups were noteworthy, _they were difficult to compare 
S3 
since the AV•BR group had begun with some understanding of 
outlining while the AV-SL group had not. 
Relative gains in terms of normalized attainment.-- It 
was deemed necessary to formulate a meaningful measure ot 
comparison that would take into consideration where each 
student started (pretest score), how tar it was possible for 
him to improve (100 per cent waa the highest possible score·). 
and how tar he actually went in h1s knowledge or outlining 
(post-test score). Hence the scores of the students were 
analTzed in te~ ot no~ized attainment whicn is defined a : 
where: !P is the tinal or post-test score 
PI is the initial or pretest score 
Pp-PI is the actual improvement 
1oo·PI is the possible improvement 
It anould be noted that the relative improvement is multiplie 
by the post-test score so that final achievement atteots the 
oamparative score wbicn is called nor.malized attainment. 
Table 16 describes both the AV-BR and AV-SL groups in 
terms ot normalized attainment. 
Table 16. Central Tendency and Variability of Normalized 
Att~inment ot AV-BR and AV-SL Groups 
GrOU) No. o~ Oli!ldren Bange Mean s.n. (l rz> (3) (I.a.) (5) 
AV-HI~ •• 35 0 - 100 b9 25 
AV-SL •• 3~ 0 - 100 67 2h. 
It has been shown by Table 16 that the AV-ER group score 
69 in terms ot normalized attainment while the AV-SL group 
scored 67. Thus, both groups made about the same gains in 
terms or normalized attainment. 
!I Correlations.-- The following formula was used to 
compute the coefficients or correlation: 
Reading achievement and percentage of error.-- In order 
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to see it there was any relationship between reading achievemeJ~ 
and percentage or error on the program, these two variables 
were matChed. A correlation coefficient or -.61 was found tor 
the AV-SL group and one or -.33 tor the AV-BR group. 
Statistically, the r of -.61 tor the AV-SL group showed a 
substantial relationship between reading achievement and 
percentage or error on the program. As the reading achievement 
went up, the percentage or error on the program went down. 
The r or -·33 tor the AV-BR group was statistically less 
significant, showing that here there was only a slight 
relationship between reading achievement and percentage of 
error on the program. 
These findings warranted a closer analysis or the reading 
scores or both groups. By examining the individual reading 
scores of the AV-SL group, it was found that 15 or the 16 
children Who were at or below the fifth grade reading level 
~enry Garrett, Element&£! Statistics,Longmans, Green and 
Company, New York, 1956, P• 111. 
l.ad 8 per cent or higher P1to~;..._.-n. Of the 19 remaining 
students with reading scores above the fifth grade level, 13 
1ad 8 per cent or less error on the program. 
!I Of the 3~ Children in the AV-BR group, it was found that 
only 1 of the ~ Children who were below the fifth grade reading 
.. evel had higher than 8 per cent~error on the program. or the 
BO remaining children with reading scores above the fifth grade 
evel, 28 had 8 per cent or less error on the program. 
Normalized attainment and percentage of error.-- When 
10rmalized attainment was compared to percentage of error on 
~he program, the coefficient of correlation tor the AV-SL 
~roup was -.52. Por the AV-BR group r proved to be -.37. When 
~he percentage of error is above the 10 per cent level as is 
~he case in the AV-sL group, the normalized attainment is 
~tfected as shown by the correlation coefficient of -.52. How-
~ver, when the percentage of error on the program is below the 
) per cent level as is the case in the AV-BR group, the 
1or.malized attainment is affected only slightly as shown by the 
orrelatio.n coefficient of -·31· In all probability, as the 
~rror on the program would goup above the 10 per cent level, 
~e normalized attainment would go down accordingly. 
Reading achievement and post-test scores.-- Finally, 
eading achievement and post-test scores were matched to see 
f reading ability influenced the learning of outlining by 
~ans of programmed instruction. The coefficient of correlation 
or the AV-sL group was .23 while the AV-BR group had an r of 
core was unavailable. 
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.46. These figures indicated only a slight relationship 
~etween reading achievement and learning how to outline thro~ 
~rogramming. These results can be exPlained by the tact that 
~rogrammed instruction provides gradual and logical progressior 
ltrom the simple to the complex in such small steps that even 
the slowest or readers can sucoesstully complete the work. It' 
~stakes are made, they are corrected immediately so that the 
learner benefits from his erro~s as well as from his oorreot 
responses. As long as the program is simply written and does 
not present a reading problem, students at all reading levels 
can learn what the program sets out to teach. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUDARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summaa.-- The purpose of this study was to determine 
ether the skill or outlining could be taught successfully 
the fifth-grade level by means or programmed instruction. 
An extrinsic, constructed-response, linear program was 
eveloped which consisted of 231 frames divided into ten 
essons. The begirming lessons were sheirt and simple. As they 
rogressed they became longer and more difficult. 
Two groups of titth graders from a New England community 
used in the study. One group consisted of 35 children 
th a mean intelligence quotient or 116 and a mean reading 
rade score ot 6.1. This group was designated average-bright 
{AV-BR). The second group consisted of 35 children with a 
ean intelligence quotient of 103 and a mean reading grade 
5.7. This group was designated average-slow {AV-SL). 
The two groups were pretested to find out how muCh they 
ew about outlining. ~hen the ten lessons were presented. 
post-test was administered to see how much the 
ildren had learned. 
Conclusions.-- In order to find out it outlining could 
e taught successfully to titth graders by means of programmed 
structio.n, it was necessary to determine: 
1. The strengths and weaknesses or tbe program whiCh was 
created to teach outlining 
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2. Whether firth-grade students or differing abilities 
could make significant gains in the skill of outlining 
by using the program 
3. The actual gains made by the students in the skill or 
outlining. 
Furthermore, it was considered important to discover i~: 
1. Reading achievement affected percentage ot error on 
the program 
2. Relative gains in the skill of outlining were related 
to percentage of error on the program 
3· Reading ability influenced the learning or outlining 
by means or programmed instruction. 
A thorough analysis of all the data collected in the 
•tudy resulted in the following conclusions: 
1. Programming proved to be both an effective and an 
efficient method of teaching outlining to 1'i1'th graders. 
2. Statistically significant gains in the skill o1' 
outlining were made by both groups as shown by a 
critical ratio of 5 tor the AV-BR group and a critical 
ratio ot 13 tor the AV-SL group. 
S9 
3. The actual gains made by the students in the skill o1' 
outlining were substantial. These gains were found by 
comparing the pretest and post-test acores ot both 
groups. The AV-SL group went from a mean o1' 32 per cent 
on the pretest to a mean o1' 8~ per cent on the post-test --
a gain o1' 52 points. The AV-BR group started with a 
mean of 79 per cent and went up to a mean ot 94 per cent --
a gain o1' 15 points. 
4• Although the gains o1' both groups were noteworthy, thel 
were dittioult to compare since the AV-BR group had 
begun with some understanding o1' outlining while the 
AV-SL group had not. Thus, the scores o1' the students 
were analyzed in terms of a normalized attainment which 
showed the relative gains ot the two groups. The AV-BR 
group scored 69 in terms o1' normalized attainment while 
the AV-SL group scored 67. Thus, both groups made about 
the same relative gains. 
5. A substantial relationship was found between reading 
achievement and percentage ot error on the program for 
the AV-SL group as Shown by a correlation coefficient of 
• e group s o e e e 
there was only a slight relationship between reading 
aanievement and percentage ot error on the program. 
6. Percentage ot error on the program affected normalized 
attainment in the AV-SL group more than in the AV-BR 
group. This was shown by the correlation coetticients 
ot -.52 tor the AV-SL group and -.37 for the AV-BR group 
7• Reading ability proved to have little influence on the 
learning ot outlining by means ot programmed instruction 
When reading aehievement was compared to post-teat 
scares, the correlation coetticient was .23 tor the 
AV-SL group and .46 tor the AV-BR group. 
Suggestions tar further study.-- The results ot this 
study indicate a need tor further investigation. It is 
suggested that the following studies be undertaken: 
1. Revise the program and retest it. 
2. Test this program on outlining against conventional. 
classroom methods ot teaching the skill. 
3. Administer the program to children in grades tour 
and six. 
4• Use the technique of programming as a means of 
teaching other elementary sChool subjects. 
5. ahoose a specific skill and determine which ot the 
three main approaches in programming (Skinner. Pressey. 
Crowder) is most effective and efficient in the 
teaching or this skill. 
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APPlDDIX A 
THE PROGRAII 
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PAG·E h. 
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ANSWER SHEET 
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20 ) STJBfOPIOS 
-· 
cnmt ... we 
22 ) 
23) ~ 
l ) Tlte mad11t ·£6opic f»f' a pal'fag~aph 'Gells what the 
pal.,~g-•apb. is all about o ~'1l a pa:vagPaph~ -~'1.~ 
main uan ba tt~ed as tbe ti·iil&o ~ =<r a--.~ 
~D PARAGRAPH 1l. ON l?AC--E ;) AND Tlm POSSIBLE TITLES 
tfE11 ~LOW !~f o 
ThG se~o-no. a;Gnt eneGD -~ells v:(ho~~e Mc~t ~ · 
:ls f ou...?ld1} 
~e third a ,n:~en.oe sta:l:ces ~i£.lwrh th~ f o-Ul?. ---=-= 
{~t:ln be eeen :t'z.om ·far W'J.rf'y C) 
Ps:reg~~ph :0, is sll ebou·t :th~ a G}"''il.~-t~ c~~ed 
OJu ll,i'ounrG Ru.ahmOJ:.:Gc ~~ue,~ o.r ~he vhxee give~ 
~ossibl~ ti'~lea!! ~ -..~ ~.:..,_.,. -- ~"" 
wo~d be the boeto . . 
~~~ ~~~t.o~"<iiail ,..,.Ai"''t-recs·..-.;:;a;;- • .. - -7,. .. .. 
{!U} PARAGR.~PE 2 ON PAGE $ A.mb D.:S POSfL'tBIS T.·r.tik~ e. 
-
___ ,__ ___ , ________ ,__ .......... VA! .. . d 
~..........,..,..l.,.P: t lllilt' . f "l "o.,gw . ,..,.,. 
•• -.-..-.*'-.,. .,.. •• ~~ ............ ---·----------"'----------·-----------
. · .
. ~ .. ,# ~....,._..·~~-··..-·-----"t"""n--":~' :-:;. 0 :••, :-•:t-~J.,<-:(-.;!,ot~·.,:<--~·~tw::.a: }··~..: .. ( ·.~-;~•*-?!:·~· ~~ ~ 
-·--·-------- ·----·-... -----~--- .. --- ---· ··-------------·" 
2) f'o s: __ ...,. 
r! ~~~~.t\9 ~-cN~t: ":) 
;:) ~ ~-.......... ~ ~~"1:::..--M' 
·7r·;~·-:l-:,;--;~-;.- -;~...: .. (..:~- -:.nz.*·~·~:~~~~~..;~-::-;.4-;t-.. z~~ 
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7) ~•./!- -1- ~ ,, ' ~,. J. !til o;.. ~ ... , .. t -..-..... .... ___.. , "') ( ,. ~~·- ... ---~~1~ ~~ *-;~--~;--~~.~- -:l--;:. ·~< -~~t--.. !~ .. -~~-~i-~r--;..c. ... :-1-; :- ·).r,~~: · -~ -~ ;;. ·r 
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.,:e; o f'l•.e • a u- ·a• .., e ; z :tze an ....... ,.... 
) '!h ct.ber serr'Genoes name and tell about eaM. 
t(}f these types 01f ,.,.o 
"'-ioiilW 118'QI 
-·------·· --·~~--.~·-~-M-·-----·· -~--··-·--~---~-~~=-~z---·--· -·---·~~-----·-~-~ 
l) This pa~agrnph tells something about soapo 
fh0 best title woul d be .... "' .. .... , ·-
~ ... iQii'PS __ ..... 0 
... .---'"" ti?..., . _ ____ __,_..,.AAw'Cl......, r r~__. ·r~..,$",_.,..,.,,...  , ________ ..._ __ ,__ 
______ .......... 
-
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.:~ ANSWER SHEET 
8) 
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9) 
_,.,. __ _.,. • .,.,._._.,.._, • ._~,..,,.,..,..,,qwO;...a.iiJI-- • Odll M 2406 •sLS A • w·~ 
11) 
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¥AGE 8 
... ...... 
.~r:a~raph __ l_, 
The sun is the cen·i;er ~f the 
s~la~ systemo It is ~eall~ & staro 
Th 9tm is sO> h Qlt that the surta~e 
is t hought t o hnve e t mpara tura or 
about lOeOOO degreeso Oompered ith 
the ea>?th@ the su.n is huge c If the 
eun e~a hgllow~ it would take mo~a 
than one million ea~tha t@ fill ito 
~aragr~El:t.J ..... 
Ths ~d feliX is lmnwn a a 6lever 
animal b&~ause it ia good at · 
avoi.dS.ng traps and poisooed 'tmi to It 
bunts alone at n!gnt and ~ften r ai ds 
hanhoussao I t pre7e upon rabbits~ 
frcgs~ inse~t '!IJ and birds whioh . t 
l ooe t o th0 groo.ndo 
.. J!azaa_gx--am .-l.. 
Sand is made by the pounding 
waves of ·the ooeanQ These waves 
uruan pebbles~ r ocks@ and &hells 
into t i ny pieces wnion are g~ound 
tO)gether until they ba ome bi t 
of sS~nde 'lll.e sand then lines ·the 
ooaan sb@reo 
.)~at'agta@; 4~ 
T.h$ tallest buil ding tn toe world~ ths . Empir Stats Building~ 
is i'ound in N f!JfS Y(i4'k Oi ty e I t 1e 
le> 2SO feet b i gb and bas 102 stori aao 
From the tcp.o em. a clea r day S> ems ~an see an ex~iting SO mile viowo 
. I 
r 
1~L.2 
•o NOT WRITE ON ~IRE QUEsr.ri O!q SHEJS¥!' o V • ITE YOUR 
•NSVJERS 011 '.i:H'E Ar~V'JER SHEET ONLY (I ft..FTER ANSWERING 
:AOB QUESTION PIOK UP Tim <..~UES~"'ON ~o MOVE 
~HE COLORED MARKl~R TO TP'~ NEXT ANS\mR BLANK AND 
tO!.fi:P.ARE YOUR A~WER WITH TEiE CORRECT ABSrlER c DO NOT 
!!lANGE YOUR BSWE .. it o T1IE'Vl (J Ot.OSE THE QUESTION 
im:E~~ A:WO GO ON TO TRE NEXT QUESTION e REPEAT THIS 
~OCESS FOR EACB QUBSTION o 
. ) ~e main----= ~i a pa~agraph can ba used as 
the tltleo 
~·i' '"· nc•wo.,.•••· gnp,.....,,= • ....._ 
? ) ~Ae topic of Q paragraph is Wbat the 
._,.............., 11 b t pezaagveph is a a Oll! ~o 
iiEAD PARAGRAPH 1 ON PAGE 8c 
e !lllllltJII'S;' :a '!!51 .. LS"H. 
- -
~r~---~·-·---~-·- =-~-W~~ -~ ·h--=Qi~·----------.....,.., 
5) '.file other sentex1ces ·i;ell mo!le facta abQiUt 
the fti£ ... ._..0 
F S 
6) It is easy to see that_ parag~aph 1 is all 
about the o 
1iiP s•••a~J · e;~ 
~ 3liP"W' 1 -I[f' !filii ....... ,., ..... . ..... ,. .. , I q p .... mn-:2: 
7} Thus 5 the n!ain topic o~  title 0'£ this 
paragraph is ~~ ~ o 
-
~-~--~-~-----5·-•-w~-·-·~~------=--m_., ___ ,__ ,_____ a_o_•-·-·----v-•~--·-·----·-•---------
RE.4.D PARAGRAffi 2 ON PAG·E Be 
9) ~ne rest o~ th~ pa?agraph desc~ibee h~ and 
~1at tho ren ____ buntsg 
-
... .__, ... =_.,.,..,..  ....,, ____ '!"""'_'s'_..,.~~ ... -
~~ (J ft t 
(\:1 
2 ) :nuain 
-
6 ) sun 
--
7) Sun 
-
9) 
10 I 
mt:AD PARAGRAPH .3 ON PAGE 8~ 
Ll ) Step by step~ we al."e told how = , _ is -= ..... £(~ ~ 
.... -~·- .. 
-12) A goo~~ title tc~ this paragraph is 
CCI: E 
~-... ~.._.. 0 
..__,....__,,.-=w....;.,=,_,,. .. ii •-•r""s.-''"'_,_.,.,.,,..,.,.~,.., .. .,n.., ... . ,.,..__,....,. ___ """-.-..,.,...,.,..,..,._•'"-----===--·----•••~ 
READ ?AF..AGRAPB $ OJi PAGE 8o 
,....,.;o.o-.,..,,.,_.,_flil4l':lll!!li ,....~,..,m;&n~'i'Mijj;l . ' ' ?::rlllll!! ,.._ ·~ . ~..,-_. ___ .__,_._._. .. ,._.._ ... .--, ..._ 
16) To outline ~a selee·i<:ton~ :ttem~mber the fO·ttm we used 
I o 
In .Ql~ 
Ro~12n 
topic is plaeed after a 
17) Af·oet> a ...... ~ m1meral em an outline~' we put 
the nmin tcpi®o 
10) 
12) Bow Sand · .a!!~ 12 > .... "'" • ' 
".:f'- u t l a t a o .... • M 
_________ ..., __ ,... _____ ,_, ... , ...... ~ll - 111 1 ....... -. .. "' 
.. .., • . It- I lilt,. ·~· · • * 11 
13) ___ _ 
4 I • q Pi t fi' dt I t 1 ! --1'*0 
•• ·;a~y-r ·...,. .. w;r • ~ 
main 
-
., """ P IU ;;: 
-
.. J o 1. e I • 
- il'flt 
1 7 ) Roman 
q 1i le' ' *" 
. ~ 7 
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DATE 
------------------------~~ ~---------------
TEACHER ____________ __ 
¥His ·PAGE ALONG ·1m ·nOTTED ·Lnlli so THAT 
ELECTION IS ON 'l'OPo KEEP THIS PAGE IR 
PPER LEFT HAID SEC'riOJI OF YOUR DESK .. 
Selection 1 
The White House 
~e White Bouse 0 heme ot the 
sident of the United States~ 
the oldest public building in 
hingtc.n.o Roome an the first 
·or are open to the public~ and there 
guided tours ~very dayo The 
ond floart9 ho;wever" is privat&~ 
. t his ie where the President and 
family liveo 
OVer ·the l'ears 11 many changes have 
n mads in ·the White Houa.eo Many 
ma have been refurnished~ and several 
ms have been addedo Addi tions include 
oeto~ w s o.ffioe~ a dentist~a offiae~ 
adio) and. televlaio.n roam&! e. 
nas1wn~ and a swimming po~lo 
= 
0 
0 
0 
--~-·-··-P$----~ · -· ~~-··--·---·- -----
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
'I·ha White Houae 
Io ~e White H @'ll.S& 
Ao 
Bo 
Oo 
IIo Changes anci Addit i o.na 
Ao 
Bo 
Pru>.e 12 
10 liOT WRITE ON T71E QUESTI N S~'""T 9 WRi i'B YOUR 
.NSWERS 0~ 'rrlE ANSWER SHEET ONLY. AFTER ARSWERING 
J\Clt QU1~TION , PICK UP T!m QUESTION SllE3l', MOVE 
~IE OOI.OREn MARKER TO TliE NEXT ANSWER BLANK AND 
'OMPARE YOUR ANS':!ER VIIT;t 'l'HE OORREO'r ARSWER. DO BOT 
[iANGE YOUR ANSWER. 'l'fiENe CLOSE Tim Qt1ES'l'IOB 
HEET AND GO ON TO Tim NEXT QUEST! ON. REPEAT 'l'HIS 
'ROCESS FOR EACil QUESTION o 
) Reme1uber the outline term for a selection: 
I o 
Ao 
Be~ 
IIo 
Ao 
s~ 
.~ 
The main topie ~r each paragrapn is plaosd after 
a Rcmara o 
~) In a seleGtion, there is a main tor 
eaeh pare.grapho 
~ ) It there are two parag~aphs~ tners are also 
main topics. 
W l lll' !II !liST iii 
--·--------------·------------------~ ) On an outlin$JI the main_ . of eaoh paragraph 
is found afte~ a Roman numeraTe . 
iEAD SELEOTIOlf l <m PAGE ll ADD LOOK AT 'rBE 
!:MFTY OUTLINE BEL.CW IT o 
$) The first paragraph is Qll about the White 
Rouse ~ eo the main topic ie ~~ c 
., 
6 ) You have just fe»und t hat th~. main ---~ 
t he fi~at paragraph is ~~ ~~ Bcu&Qo 
7) Write 
The \Dl~ ~ I!,g~S! 
whi ch is-mle • • ..... t;Opi e 
next t~ noma.n numer-91 lo 
Page 11 c 
.. ...,.. ....... ... 1 .,. 
of tne first parag~aph, 
on tbe outline on 
1) numeral 
2) 
3) two 
-
4- > 
.5) WRITE ROUSE 
?j main 
-
.. 
·, 
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NAME~-------------------­OATE~-------·------~~~0~·------------·---·-·-··---· 
: u • •• !' .~.·~,"*'i~  
1 
ra rc1r a RNa ?lfrtiill ...-
tRAD '!'HE SECOND PARAGRAPH OF SELEOTIOlf l 011 PAGE ll o 
•) Parag%1aph 2 tells about the many 
wh:i.oh have been made in the White wuo~u~s-~eo 
1) Paragraph 2 also says that several new 
~ooms bave been o 
.... 
p- w=- d I ~·ti WJkd A 
.0) Thus !) the me.in topio of paragraph 2 would be 
__ !!lS Addit.19.1'!~o 
.1 ) You have found that the topio of 
paragraph 2 ia .9h!lt&e~ anti'"A<G1t10!lJI.o 
L2) On the outline on Page 11 ~ write 
Oh~~~~ and Additions 
next t o numeral-rf. 
l3) It is e%SY to &$e that ijbo main toplo of 
eaeh parag~apn in a selection 1s placed 
after a Roman nume!'al em an ..... _o 
lOri OPEN PAGE ll ON TilE DOTTED LINE. COMPARE 
)!'OUR OUTLINE WITH T!1E CORRECT ONEo 
This 1 e the ond ot fli:SS ON lt-'o 
·~ 
-~_,a..5-.-.:£.=~ ANS\7ER SHEET 
8) 
9 ) added 
--
9 > ..... ,.... ........ :Oe--e-. ......... 
-~~·~!·?.t-~:,.t..~~~·;:'""* .. ;:.*~c-:.c-.. ~n:·*~~ .. ;,.~~·~:-..;.t--::··~ .. ::· ·:} 
• p ••• •• . . .......... ,. , ~...._a ra i ~1!,~ 
10) 
11} main 
-
12 ) Roman 
13 ) 
0 
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DATE TEAOH.ER 
--------------------·-,~-~-~ ~~ ~ ~----• -•---e-,~~~ 
.S~leqtion L 
Di&monds 
It is not veey likely ·t;ha·~ you will. 
0 
~ble aorcss a diamcnd in your ba~kya~d~ o 
•y few diamonds are fouxtd in the 
ted States. Most diamonds oc.mra from 
.mend mines in Atrioao 
The largest diamcnd evs~ fa~~ was 
led the CUllinan diamondo It was o 
1ed 1n South Africa in 190.$" This 
mond was the size of a man~s fis ta and 
weighed 1 l/3 poundso The huge dit~!nallld o· 
given to tbe KU3.g of Englando Then 
was aut into 9 large jewels ~,d 90 
ll oneso One of the largest cri! ·these 
monds was plaoed in tne kingua ~r~o 
(I 
0 
....... , ...... 
__ _.... ______ .., ---~-·--.. -m-••-•,-••....--
(I 
0 
0 
0 
G 
0 
Diamonds 
I o Where Dlamon.ds 
ars Found 
II ~ The La~ges t Dier:aond 
Ev e:r Found 
J!a.a9_l5 
DO NOT t'ffiiTE ON TRE ~tlT~TIOi~ SlillET " WRITE '!'OUR 
li..NSWERS OiJ THE AliS\VER SHEE.'T ONLY. AFTER ANSrlf.:.'RING 
[SACH Q,UESTI ON' , PIG!\ UJl THE QUESTION SIIEl!lT !\ MOVE 
l:Im COLOREu MARKER TO THE lffiX'f ANSrJER BLANK AND 
JOMPARE YOUR Al~Si"IER WI TH THE OORREOT ANSWER .. DO NOT 
~HiANGE YOUR Al~SWER., TEEN~ CLOSE Tim QUESTION 
nmRf AND GO ON ~0 T"fm NEXT Q.tm!S'l'I ON. REPEAT THIS 
rnOCESS FOR EACII QUESTION. · 
!mAD SETB<i~IOJJ 1 ON PAGE 14 Am LOOK AT THE EMPTY 
~UTf.oiNE BELCiwV IT G 
• 1 ........... - - ·------------------
l ) The fi~st paragraph tells whe~e diamonds are 
foundo The r.aain ·. . of the paragraph tells 
ibat: the paragraph··ra ioo.ut.~ . 
... . '"' ....... -.t - - ·--·---------------
~) The me in t op:to of paragraph 1 is 
~0.1!,~ !!~~- _;...--= ~ 
~··------------------------
~) All of the s @ntences in the seoo11d paragraph 
tell e.bout the largest ..... - ... Gver o 
--·----------------~--------------
' ) 'l:he :main topic of paragraph 2 is 
• 
-----------------------------------------------)) on the outlinG on Page 14, plaee the main 
topio ot paragraph 2 next tc Roman numeral __ _ 
7) T.ne main topic of each paragraph has been 
placed af·tel' a Roman nume~al on the o 
_..,..I I 
6) The subtopies in a paragraph tell about 
the main ~o 
. · ------~-~----·-----------------------lli1 0 'il "'" • ... ... 'il" .. - ..._ .... 
Go on to Page 16 ~ 
fV 
"=""! •-a ~· .(~.0'0 .i,~) -~~~.,._. 
·------..... ~------ ... ~------------~...,... ..... 
~ •. t ) _____ ...,....._______ ·--- .... - - -·-.. 
~·-: =-~~·: : .... ;:•-: ~.Jo{~u~-*"~ -:.c-•::•~('- ... ~·:~ .. ~ ~ -;:~:. ·~• -:.-~~ .. ~~.:,(-~ • 
2) Found 
. . ... .,._,, , ,._ ....... ~ ......... 
-::;-.. ;~-~: ... : :·-~· -::-~" .; "' ... ~r; ~- .)..<· ·: ~· 
3) Io 
-
i ) 
,. ~,,........... -- -..-.-~--~--__..,__-
.. ~·::-:;. .. :: .. .:t- ·:~-: :-•::-~z.-~ ~-:_.:·:~ ~ :..-:: .. •::- . : ~· .. ;,H:<-•: :•·: :'"·: :--: ~··::.,.;t- • ', 
------·-----------... ....._.._~ .... J "'- .,. • ,.,._, . .. ::otl·--~-·---· ... ~ ............ - ...... ___ __...,._..,,..___._._.__~--, 
4.> diamond 
........,.. . J ., ..... 
f'ound 
dl r IS Ill'·~ 
....... 
......,.,.........._~,..,., ..._ ____ .......,_"""'-"o-_ --~·' 
~··~:-: ~- -:~~--::--: :-. ~~-*.; :-::-: ;. -::-: : - -:~·-:i-~~- ·: :--; ~:!· .. ;}-: : .... :;-: :--~: .. ·~~ ·. 
------~·_.,................,_ • •r.........._,....,. •• . !l- ,.. n-.......... ..tWJ __ .._ __ ,~-----.--.. _ ,_, _ _ ________ .,._~......_._~ ... ......,._ _ _...,.,....__ ... _, 
6 } IIo 
7 ) 
-.ou.-t ... l •. i.~ 
I. 
--------------------------------------
9 ) Not ice that undal") each Roman numeral o~n the 
out line on Page 148 the~e a~a several 
eapi tal ~ 
• .,. lP¥'lVSII'!Y1 
.........,. -c n ·--•• 
10 ) I~0xt to· these _ .... letters!'$ the subtopios 
of ~a~ paragrapn-iotad be placedo 
--~------- - ---------·-------------------------------
i'O\'i OPEN PAGE 14 ON T!-IE DOTTED LilfE o COMPARE 
~OUR OUTLINE WITH THE CORRECT OlE. 
t; ~ •• ........,..., _ ________________ _ 
11) In reviewing,_whst you have leamed~ de 
you re:men1ber t ha t a is made up Q~ 
aeveral sentences aboue·one topioo 
--------------------~-----------------------------12 ) Only one _ ____ is talked about in a 
para.gre.phu 
• •M ~~;; t iidfll 111 .e . ............,._._. _______________ __,....,.;..;,;.;;; __ 
13 ) The __ .,_ . _ . _ of a paragraph tells what 
·bhe psragrap'lii'S all sbol'u.t., 
---------·· ---------------·--------------~-~----- ·~c- · - -·--..,rlt'.~·*- 1 .._. .... P •~a =;;Q W f FCS'C - • • ---
l~ ) The . ~ i n a paragraph tell something 
aboutthe main ·topioo 
-
--------------------------·---------,-·---·-·-·------
~ -r .,..,,..,..., r ,.,T all Iii • 1 -
• 
1.5 ) Remember ·tha o.u·liline form for a seleotion·o 
Write it in on the space provided an your 
answar sheeto 
.......... . 
' · 
..... 
1~1s is tile end of LESS ON So 
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Pat'i~ ~§_ ANSWER SHEET 
9) letters 
12) topi.g, 
-
14.) sub-l'jopias 
L$) 
Ba-
--------~--~.---~----~--~--~ 15 ) __________ _ 
"''l!o 
• i ll-
0 
' \ 
Jla~ 17 
DO .NO'.tt WRITE ON THE -,rEST! ON S o \"/RITE YOUR 
4.s.'1S\VE11S ON TiiE ANSWER SHEET ONLYe AF'l"ER AliSrlERI!tG 
EACH Q,UESTIOW, P!OIK UP TilE Q.m~STION SJIEET, MOVE 
THE COLORED MARKER TO THE lffiXT ANSVIER BLAr~K ANU 
COMPARE YOUR ANS\"IER WI Tii TilE COORECT ANSWER .. DO NO! 
CHANGE YOUR Aml'SWER o TimN , CLCGE Tim QUESTION 
SHEET AND GO OU TO Tim NE'G.' QUESTIOB o REPEAT THIS 
PROCESS F OR EACH ('UESTIOH o 
------------------------ -------------------·~-~ . ~ 
1 ) The ·· opics o.f a pe.r e.graph t ells what t h e 
perag~is al l ab~Uto 
~-------~~----~------------------·-----
• *' .. Jt ~-------- -------~ 
3) On an outline~ the-·----·-- -~-w-v ___ is pl aoed Qf ter 
e Roman numer•a1o 
4> The word~ means unde~o The subtopio~ O>f a 
paragraph oome ¥<!et:t:~e main _ , ,. ... on an cu lin ·<> 
5 ) Lo o·k a t the empty cut l i ns bel o.w ~ 
I o 
A 
Bo 
Oc 
The main t opic i n the oui;l1ne \'oul d e~e aft er 
Roman numeral _ ____ c 
-----· ·--···------------~-----------·---------------
I c 
Ao 
B., 
Oo 
T"ne subtopics are under the main tc·pj.c o Tb.~y 
acme after oapi·tal letta~s Ao$ Bo & and . _ no 
-.17 1 I I .. - p C ,.,.,. . ,..........,_, __ , ___________ _ 
7J Subtcpioa t ell something about t~ main topi~$ 
In o·t her wordst h ey explain tha __ ......,o 
-----------------~-----~---·-~--, . =- - ·-· 
---------·-
GO ON TO PAGE 18o 
10 
?age ).,l ANS\'."ER SHEET 
t) 1) __ .__ __ _ main 
-
-~--------
3) 
~-.......-~..: 
~:,(o·: t-·: ~.;: ... ~ f..; (o•;~-. .. ~:-~-~{t·;:u~• 
-
. ... . ' . 
Page 18 
-
~~~-----·~·---·~-~~~~----------~--------~~~ 
9 ) Blue would no·t be ·the main ·topi o o Green wo:uld 
not; be ·the 
-
10) Blue and gresn are kinds o~ colo~so The~· tell 
s omething abou·;,; the topic~ so they al..,e 
called subtoPics. ----~ 
-----------------------·-~~~tiN a-r~ 
ll) From what Y«llU seve just :reacl~ can you fil l 
in ·this easy o.utline ? 
Io Cool coJ.o.rs 
A() Blue 
Bo ctua wae:~ 
..,...,~_..._,.,~ -~----· _ ....... i::uea_ ... _,.. __ ·---------------·.11-· _f!tl_, .... ........ _,,._ -
12) In the outline you hav~ just wo~ked on~ blue 
and ____ ...  \?auld be ealled the subtopics o 
~-----............... ~......_ .. , ··-·---------·----
13) In tlte ou·tl:tne above. blue is not; the m~in. 
·topi<h It is o.r.Uy one o·f the _ ·-" 
_ ______ , _____ ......,_____. __ .............. _ .,_._ .. ____ ,_ .._=t1'0""""' ____ ---
14-> In the same o ..1xhl:tne~ green is not the main 
topicQI It is also one of thQ -· • ,.o 
~~~~----------------------------·-~--~ 
15 ) Subtopics a~ placed after -~· ., letters 
o,n an ou-t;line"' 
----·-·-·--~-~~-------·-~-~~---·-·~~~---M-··-----·-·-----~--------·-- ·-· ---
1 ? ) 'fhe subtopics wo-u.ld t;ell ·where and .....,..,....,., th() 
oi~cu~ took plaoa~ 
GO ON TO Pa~~ 19~ 
'7 NAME, __________ _ 
E~!9. 1§. AHSWER Smm.f 
--"~-·--------.....,_..__..__..._........,. ___________ ._ .. ___________________ ~---- .... -_...._._..,..._ 
8) _____ _ 
~__.....,._,._...........,.._ 
8 ) ooo oolors 
-- - ",<·~ :·::~ <-- .. :r-i:-.;.:-.. ;~-!r~~ .. : r-~1 
.-.------·------·----------------------------
9 } ____ _ 
10) main 
-
----------------------------~,._~----.... ---
11) Green 
,. -
13 } ____ ~·--------
14>-----------·~~-----*·:i-~A- ·: :-::-~ :-:..} *·;:··: ~ .... :;.::-: ~ ~: : -~ :- ~:· . : ;-:;. -: :-: :-: ; .. .. ; ;.~ :· ·~r 
____________ .... _____ _. ____ ~,----.... --~---------------~ ..... J .. il .. "' .. .......... 
15 ) capital 
17) when 
---
' F;;" mt whn.·ij you ha'io ju~ ·;; .:r0ad ., ca11: ;ou -s;·11 i1 
t his simple 0u·t1:tne '? -
~C"' Trte C$:ll"Ous 
!!,.., 
E-, wnen· 
In ·tho ou t11.ne you havo just woFlred on,~~ 
wher>e and when a !1e called ·the because they 
·~ ell abm.rt ·cb.e main topioo .......... _.. 
In a paragraph about he}.pful insects, 1 01.1 
migh·b find tl'le names or t:b.a praying manvis~ 
the dragon fly, and i:!J:ae haneybeea From what 
yov. havs j~st re~d~ ~oruplete the tollo\,ing outlineo 
Ig HGlpful insects 
Aa Praying msntis 
~: ---·-· ·-- -.... ~---·-­
--
·-------? ____________________________________ ._ __ .,... ____ __ 
In the outline you hava just wo~ked on, the 
subtopi ·~s ara placed af'"i.;eJ:P eapi tal ..... --· · 
----· --------~--------------------------------~· · :~~~ .. 
Subt~opi os always are pla~ed after ___ .. 
on er. cnd;l i :rs.a- o 
When w.ou are n1ailld.ng an ou·IKLiQ.·:l.~ ,.Q\1 sho:ttld 
w:r·lte the _ ai''li>51" c~:~pit8l :-te·t 1Ge:r<;:!l a 
GO OH ~Pu PAGE 20" 
Ii!AME 
•41ii ... ....Q.. __ ,..., ___ ...,, -··~---·---·-----
-.--------~----------·---------~----_.-~--~~~._----·~·----
18)\Vhere 
--
____________ ._ ______ ~--~------~--~··-·--·~·------~-------~-----· ~~--
19 ) !.l;lqtopi c~ 
20 ) nra.£io~ f l y 
Hone;yb~~ 
20 ) ____ _ 
-------------------
___________ _. ______ ·-~----------._ ________ ~----~---------------------·-------------.--~--~·--------·----~ 
21) l etters 
... :Ill·-
26 ) letilers 
·~~--~--·-·...._·---------~~ ............. 
Before the main topic, you snould write a 
Roman :: 
.,., .:liiliiJW 
Bafore a subtopio you should write a 
lettel.'le _ .. 
------------~---------------------------------
The comes after a Raman numeral o ,__ __ 
-••rlllil--·-··ii-llli -;,;;; W I 
----- come after capital letterso 
__ , ____________________________________________ __ 
The . , .. .., tella what the paragraph is 
i l l a oo1.d~"; 
The explain the main topio c 
--------.....,.. 
This is the end of LESSOB 6o 
NAME __ --------· 
~ tt~ ~'! ANSWER SHEET 
.... ·---·-· ..... _ __...._ ___ _ ---------------------------------------------------~---------
27 l nun1eval 
- -
~--- -------------------------------------------------------
---·----------- ----------------- ··-
30} Subto~ 
32 ) f!11bto-11iO,~ 
j!at.,~sraoo. ?~ 
he4~~ are many Sl many klr,ds or insects 
1 ·i;b.e 'i20l?ld9 but i11 savettal ~-a~ all 
t5eeta are alike., Eveey 1Il--BGcrb has 
x leeso S'G''il~ inaeet he.!l .. two_ fooler-s .. 
·ery :1nseat has a body vmcl! 12 divided 
~c t~a part$., 
Six leges 
~'11/0J ldngs 
'l\110 .t0elers 
Slw•rt l-egs 
Body is di'rl.ded into~ ·(;lnr~G par·t.s 
~a,.sam.£ 
~Ne bravG ~:xplorors <.lf t:r..e Iiew 
:-lei ca.nte f1.aom Ital7o Gbristo;pbex-
L~ s-•86ehed the West !rLdies in 
~2 o Iie made t~ othe:P ..roytages 
the •~ Wc14ldo Amerioa "'as l'la.ti'!ed 
~ Ame....'!'Oious Vespuc1Wi~ em Italian 
r wrc·te l :$t·tez-s &bcn&·t his t.I"ave!s 
mg the ooast of the !few Wo·rld 0 ~n Oaoot ~tmed the uho:rQs of ~tb America in 1497 cr Al thotl.gh 
ot ~as ala<>: en Ite.l:ta.n2> he sailed e~ -chEJ flAg of Bnglando 
Ot!' 
!L;\~..J;b ... :i 
il"re-Gkles &l.-e apote elf eoloJ:> 
t'.n ~ skino These spots $:t?e 
caused 'by the group~ CIS oolo:tJ 
cells in ·the ~kino If these 
eol o·v e~ll s o.:re +lVeriJ.:y spa~ed 
and $Pretad. out~ th&11 tb;, ek:J.I,i 
1~ e~nl~ ool~x~ and clea!a~ 
~&. 
No>i.1 'fffii TE Ol'J tj_l~ •:t,U.RS1?10N SB'Sl!:r " WRI'f:E YOUR 
WEftS ON 'IlfiE !~"SW'ER SfiE}l:rx ON!:! (1 AF'l~ ANSWEfU:OO 
:B: Q.UESTIONe PICK UP THE QUES~ION SHEE:r , MOVE 
: COLORED MAfUmR !'0 ME llBXT A!tsWKR BLA.Nl\ AliD 
:PARE YOUR AUSW"ER WITH TirE CORREO'l' ANSWER,, DO NOT 
UGE YO\JR ANS\VER o THEN~ OtmE TitE Q,U:ESTION 
J~T AND GO 01-~ TO TF..E Y.lE :C'I' Q.UESTlONo REPEAT THIS 
·CESS FeR &llCFI Ql.TliSTIONQ 
~___,..., ..... ,. ooiJt • .,.._... ... ~,._~-·~-------· -------
You lm<J.~W ·that ~">.e main of a pa~aep.~aph 
ells m~t tha parag:rapn'Ys e"ll about(> 
--------·---·-------------------------------------
_____ .....__ . _____________________ _ 
--~---------.. ·-·-•-• ,._, _,_,_,......, ___ ..,_, --·-..................... t • •• n a 
les~ subtopics tall you about the main ~ 
..... , .. IP'Mi,,. 
I:h.ul:l\~ a lJ. <Jf the of a paragr-aph tell about 
_u_•_,._,,..., 
tl@ main topl co 
~other way or saying tlu.s is that explain 
lG :main t op:tao -· ......... 
.......... .........__,. _____ .,_,..,._. ·-· ·-----~~-- . . .. ·-------· ______ ,,.. ___ . ___ _ 
J PARAGRAPH 1 OW PAGE 21 AND LOOK AT THE LIST 
POSSIBtE SU"STOPICS GIVEN BELOIN ITo 
~--~-~-----------------
P.tu~agraph l tells how all insecta a:r:ae alikeo 
l.U8 t: t he . .. . top:i.e Of the. parag...-.ph ia 
· Raw a:z.r1.nseots are alikeo ~... ~... ......,_.,...;;;.;o;;;..;;;.:;;;;.;., 
_ _ ..,...... • 1 - · ",..., . .. • Ill! •• · ••"-- ' '* 1 • ·a n • ..,...........,...., ___ _ 
S iffiET 
_ ........... _.:...._ , ________ ... ....--.-......... ~ ... .......----_..--... ----------... -----·"··~- ----~---
:w. ) ......., ________ .. __ _ 
.. \~;~,;.*'::~~~~·~;~~1o..).HHH}~~:s-1r..s-;!- ·:~·~~ -; ;. 
-------~----... - ... ·------------ ................ -  ... -  .. - ---
2) main 
-
2} 
-......-- - ....... , .. ~~.,~··-.. -~ .. ~ 
~~~--~{H~ .. 4~~~-~~~r~~·~t.- ... if.--:: .. .;i lHf-:}*~(··~~~it-
------------........-----~-~~--------- -·-····., ~ 
4} main 
-·-
5) 
_...,_._......., • .ot ....... ____..--....... ' I \ ....,., .,.......,._, __ 
-;t·: .. ~H<-;}~t-·~r -. ;. .~:· . :· ~~ r~:c-~·:r:~~!;- ·;Hi--;r -· :·-\, ~ '"~ f-·::;~ 
............. 
__  ., 
6) subt:op:tcs 
- ----·-·-----
---~...r.----.•- ·--------·-----------
Ae you o&n S&e:t subtopics fll'e placed nes'C to 
~e.p1tal __ ou on outlineo 
) PARAGRAPH 2 ON PAGE ~1 AND LOOK AT 'mB LIST 
?OOSIBLE SUSTOPIOS GIVEN BELCI'I ITo 
-----·----------------------------------------
Th.is main topic. would be pl.aoed after a 
tcr...nan n'l.ttile-ral on an o 
. . ..... . 
The .fil~st Italian ext)lcre~ named in par&.gl."'aPh 2 
.s 0 
... • f!f • k ....... 
The nax·c a"'mlovar tnl.lmd about 1s __ _ A..t' ........... T flO 
---------------------------------------------Fi nnlly we are told abOut ____ _ 
••• .... ~ o 
-~-~,~-------------~ ..  -· ,., •• ....... ...,_....,...~~--,.....-----v~ .. ,.--..---""•·""•-•~•"",., ______ •~-- ,... .. • c. 
9) m~n ~~£. 
nw:uaral 
,,_ -
10) inseot:J alike 
........ 
ll) 
outline 
- ~ 
16) Americus Veapuoius 
. -
17) 3ohn Cabot 
................. -....... 
_ ...... -
9 } ___ _ 
• • P •• ' ........ ~ ••w J ..... ., 
13) 
...... ..,.,~ 
1) Pz..,om tho S~YS list of sub·~opios on Page-. 21 31 
aoo it fOU cQJ\ oh.ol)-$e the a~~ciP oaec fotr 
pw.otag~ph 2o Wxaite t'boS-.9 eu.btopica op the 
cu:~lin.a o·n yt;ur e.nswo~ ~te~ 
1) 0"11 &l outline=' tho subtopic~ o1' a. pwagraph 
arsa nlwaya plae$d after , _..., l>atterso 
I• ... . • • T h....... I 
') Th() toll<nrl,ng nubtop113S ; 
A o Oh'!'istophe? Ooluntbwl 
B. A:mer:tou.s V'espuc1ua 
a., Jcnn Oabot 
of p~agr:al)h 2! t~ll about ~ -·· •.•• topif)o 
. # I • I • II P llf .. I ........ 1¢ W I J II I ..... • _,..., 
} ~ ... .... Q·f paragraph 2 ar-e ' 
A.., ~ st ophel,. ColumbU$. 
Bo .Uierious Vespu.cius 
co Jof..ln cabot 
bee~nu~eo t~y ll!.'~ the names 6f the x·,aJ.ian explowr~ • 
.................... ... ... ........ . ............... - ... ..._. _____________ _ 
AD PARAGRAPII 3 ON PAGE 21 AND LOOK A'l' !HE POSSI9f.B 
B'l,OP:rOS GIVEJI BELOW ITo 
.... ......... 
) The paragraph. tells all about frseekleao thUs, 
tho .... ,,.., .. __ oft this paragl"&ph is E£!2!QzM• 
_......,..,~ ........ ~·-------------------
.} We are told in th.e socond sentence that thQSe 
spot-a ~ caued 'by- the -· -.c o>l: .. • • ••• • .......... 
in the skin .. 
---·--·-----~--·---------------------,--------------
0,!:> 
NA.iill --~- ------- ·-·--·--·---- -
--·- .. __ ... ___ .. ~--6----"-- .. _ ......... --.-- --·- - --- .. ------ -·---~--
18 ) 1,, Th:r.1fs · It;ai iar ... 
E:r.:plorare c · th.~ N0'il 
Wox· .... d 
Ao 
rs;-~ ------
Q;'~-· :! ---· 
~ ........ - __...,_ .. - ----~---·-~i- ·:r:~· -. :- -:~::~ ~~~· .;-·; :~r - ( ·:~ .. ·,i·-i :· ·. :- -.:-:_;.. . :-~.,_~,. ·::-- ... :, ..:J- -::--
----------.. ~--------·-------·--------- - -·- ·------·----·--........ ~-
19 } 
20 } main 
-
---- -----
22} 
------- ------·--""' ~:-: ~ .. .. : ~-: :-:~:: ... :; .... ;:-:~·:~·:;.. ... :-;~: ~-:~~- :-::.· ;.. .. · .-:~ ... .. ~ ~ ~ -;~ 
---·-----------·-~--- _____ , ... _..._,. __ "--.. •~----·------------.....;, ~
23) s oots otill or -~-- ...... -~-0 
-----· -------·--------------·------
-~-------·--... ......,_~ 
25 
~ ....... , .... _.., .. ...... . ..... 
ThGl:'WG ara tlu:+€JG aubtopiea for pattasraph )o 
rrctJ1! the P:i wn list on Pag~ 21,. ob.ooH the 
~o:rreot oii"e$-ind ~te ilhGlll on the outlifte .on 
)l'OU'l"- 8118WOt" Ghe~to 
The tbr~e ... • . • . tell about Fzte~ which 
ls the n.!n topie ot the paragra~~ · 
lteep in mind t11at on E\n. outline. the. -· ..... )nte after RO!!lan ~!'also 
On ·ch0 othoX' hand~ . subtopics cClllb afte!' 
'apital __ 4 
Atte~ capital lettere an en outl1ft81 fOU find 
ih~ .. 
~·· ..... _. ................ . 
The oomo under the main topioo 
.. , ..... , . 
In otll~r •o~ds, ······- explain the main topio. 
You plae6 ·i.;he _ 
1 ........ 
arter a R~an ~ralo 
----· --.. -·-· -·-- are put ef'ter eapi tal l•ttera. 
rt 111 1 ,. • a .....,..._. • ..._ • ...- •• • a r • •• I 
a6} 
86 
NAlv1E _ _______ ____ _ 
26) lo Freckles 
A .. 
-JJ~ 1 ,. ..... 
..... 
-----------------0 .. 
30} 
aubt"]li""·d. 3° } .. '-"' ...... " .. .... " .. ·.:. .. ~-~~-·~~ .. ~ ...... ,,v ,v\:ll"' .J..~ ..,. "'" .. , · • ~'-·~'l..~--~·P:;::;•~-:..·~":.,.·:;.,..-:.":.·.:.:·t.:.-:.~.r..;. ~:."'::.:.~'.;."ir<;.;..;·".;'.;.'..,' ... • ... ·-",.·----~-- •• - N "'-~~· .. c--. ,:~':..~ , 
--------------------------------------~ 
31 ) ~ .top~~ 
)3) !,Ubt~iqe_ 
ifuo.mas Edison we.s l!'os ponsi.bl e. 
~or ~ grea~ roJmber Qf inventionso 
Iis best kl~ i nvention was ~le 
Jleot~ia li~~t bulb o Be also 
lnvent ed t he phonDgraph and t he 
llOtion..,.piqt u.re pPC~·jeott.f·l? r; 
j!~J.Osg~,Ph 2 
El(janoF RoosevelttJ wife of 
?resid-ant Frim.klin Delano Roosevelt f ' 
ras PiJ~et Lady of. W1' nation f Ol" 
;wel v• ye&FS ( 1933 ... 1945 J o During 
;h1a timeg~ &h13 did meillY things that; 
~ other Pras1dent~s vite had 
lared t o do bafo~ hero She ~ld 
'ress conterencesu She drove her 
•\Yll <la~ and refused the protection 
:f the S4»c~t Serv1c~o During the 
·ar@ she tr-aveled to far-orr bases 
nd dange:roU$ f#l'eas o 
87 
l!&.~sz:a,p£1 };t 
Nonsense jingles a.:r:-e oall ed. 
limel?iolts o They are 't.tB'U.&ll:y ti v-e 
lin es long.wlth t'.Jla firsts seo011d~ 
and fifth linei'J rhyming , The third 
and i'ourth lines m-yme tee o A 
s&nple limer-iek follows o 
fhere was a tal.J. bo-y named LQU£· 
Who had a sho:rt !'x~iend called Stu~ 
H~ gave stu acme eandy 
Whiah Stu thought was dandy; 
Stu gobbled and guFgled and g l'0'Zo 
~~£_agra,2_h, .2. 
The blue whale !a the largest 
an 5.raal the world has aver known o 
It is la~ger than the largest 
dinosaur o The blue whale may grow 
to be more than 100 feat long., It 
taay weigh as much as 300, 000 ~J>~d~ 
A ne~~orn blue whale is f1~m 23 ~o 
26 i"eet long G 
~,.go 27 
Du ~~ <YL' WRITE Or 'J:'RR Q.UJ~TION S11EE'J! o WRITE YOUR 
PNSW •HS ON THE AN:SWEH SIIEE'l' ONI,Y * AFTER ANSWR.RitG 
EAC:: Q.ill:STIOri ~ PICK UP THE Q(JEST! Ol>T SUEET$ MOVE 
7.'.:L'}l COLORED MARKER TO 'tHE UB:XT A..~SWER BLA1il'K AND 
GOMPAH.E YOOH ANSWEH. wrr ·~ THE CORRECT ANS\VERa DO NO'£ 
C:fANGE 'tOUR JU~SWER o rrHEN ;~ CLDSE 'l'IiE QUESrr:ron 
S,f£E'.ET MiD GO ON TO TffE NEX'r ~UF.STIOli o REPEAT l:lUS 
PROCESS ~i'OR &\CrT (~1JESTION " 
i ) De -you remombe r that th$ the parag~aph. is all nbout-·-":1:'?' _____ ... · • · 
---
;~ ) DO· you also r-aeall that 'tho 
t ell abo~t tho main topic 1 
ia wh&t 
,. ... ____ • __ u ____ ,.,_..,.,_loi,._Oo_-._•• ---------------
~) Yes 11 tJ:-~ ·-·-. __ e.JqJlain the n:ain t cpio., 
~~ t~ook e ara.fully at the following material ~ 
1.(• 
---Ao 
~- Bo -~-...-
li'a .. -~ 
--r; 
--a:-----
- · 
'J!:hilJ is Gn e:tampl0 Of OOrz.'OOt ___ tomno 
- ... ,,.. 
~~-~~~-------11--J~---~----------------~---·-----------------
:) LQ.ok at the outline gi von below : 
I"' 
--"'---:;:"r'_ -\;-.. -··---
:-1J:;-... ~ 
Thi~ outline 1a ineamplete because Reman numeral 
_ .......... is missingo 
~~ I ~~·--------"--------------------------·-------) Main topics come &tto~ on an 
--·-.............. ~ autlinGu 
----------------------------
--------------------
~) Su.btopi es which .sxpl&i n the main top:tc came 
aft er l etters en an outline o 
·-~~  
2) .~.'-\(?].~~ 
3) 
outline 
.._.__. IU p -
I.l (l 
-
.Roman nut"!erale 
f r '* r.., - •• • • 
6) 
~~~~--~~~... ~-----~ 
88 
NAMJg_._~~---~·---·.,_.._.-
1JATE --~·- .. --..,........,.~-~ TEAC~-·---·--------
PAGE 27 ANS\\''EH SHEW! 
....... ~......., 
.. ~-""· ... ·~------------·----..... --
----------~- -------------------------·-·--
....... 
......... ef ...... 
....,.... , 1 ... ft .. l t 9' 
t is beoaus8 
ubi;o·piaa are 'tJ'liss:tng., ---· .... • 
__ .... 
-ror th$ 
..... ... !II ' • "'* . ..... 11 • .... •• • 
In th~ apaee provided ~or you on your answer 
~hee·;,.~ write the cor-reut ouUin. tom fo'l' a 
~ele~tiono 
, PARAGRAPH l ON PAGE 26 o 
Th.G main topic of this paragraph is 
hamas Edisones o 
·· ~-... ... .. ... 
1~e subtopics name thP.ee famous ot 
hom:.1s Edison~ 
On the oui;line on your answe:r eheet 11 write 
ne three SUb'i:iOpics of Pamgraph 19 
~ ..... ....._. .. __....., _ _..._,. ____________________ _ 
PARAGRAPH 2 ON PAGE 26 ~ 
------------------------------------------------
Paragraph 2 tells all abaut Eleanota Roosevelt 
;; --·Lady~ 
.,.~ ...... ...... .......... 
____ .. . ,... _, .. 
O"'j 
--~-·-----
PAGE 28 Attsr.JZR SH3ET 
---·-·---·--------~·- --------- --- -- -----...-....-.............------
- --- ____ ..,...._ ______ , ___ _ 
-----------
9) RomaJ.'J. numerals 
---·---- -
9) __ , ___________________ , 
. .. ...... 
·~.~.;~- .. :M: .. ·:~-;:~!-.:~-:~ .. ;t-:,_r* .. :!· ..:,<--::*-:t-- ·*"· r;~.;:.---;<{.,...~!-* 
10) ..._I..._o ~------
Ao 
l.O) 
-------
--------------------....,._~---------
~~~---------*"-:!--: ~: : .. ·. ~.:·~l-~ .. ·~~ .. ~:-~-;: .. •:} ·;~;: .. 
----~---
ll) !!!!,en tiona 
12) inventions 
13) Io 13) I oThomaa Edison1 s Invsnt1.orw 
.. I;. 
B.o ~ ........... -~.__...... ._.... .... lY"'t .... ,.,. 
Co ~--· ~" _..., 
...... ....... - eo; I -~ ae I ___ ,. _ 
·:!-·: ~-::-::.·:!-·: ~~:··=K!-:: -:;. .. :: .... :; .. ::4Z..;.t~~*~-1:·~}-:f-;H~-::· ·:: .. ;~ 
l4.) __ _ 
-::,...~ ~ -ii'·~}·: <- ·-f- -. ~· .: {·,i·.:.~{ ~!--~7~ : ... ~.{~}-~(.--; ~ ~ ~-;~ .... ; : ... :, , ~!- ~; ~-:: .. ~ "'-\~ 
'-------··--- -------- --·-
15} !!!!!!! top_iq 15) 
-~-·--------·-·-------·------------------------------
) On ~\.U' an:nrer eheet ~ fiU in tbe blames tbat 
wil.l Gompl~te th• outl1DG for th1ll paragrapb.o 
Head PARAGRAPli 3 ON PAGE 26. 
, 'lhe main top:! c of thie paragraJil 1a 
J!~~cefl\J. u.s~! c£ .• , •• , ...... • 
t '.rhe oooond sentence begins to explain the main 
topiao It. t~lls that atom:to eneX'gJ' can be used 
to m~a tor and * 
.. " '. .._._,. --
i Subtopic Ao of this paragraph is a 
To ~ •• ,. , 11 ...... • 
-----------------·---··-----·-··---------------------
la the 'ihird sentenoe we learn that atom1e 
e11e~;t;1 ean rtln .. :J • ..J and .. 
·---------------------------------------------Subtopic :Sf,) would be t 
!Cl -•.•.. -· -·--·' -·-·--t 514 ---Q 
....... P' ............,.. ________________ _ 
!he last t8o sentonoes or paragraph 3 give 
~nore t ·act,g ab<mt the peacefUl usee Gt • _ . 
• J • 
----------------------------------------------Subtopic~"; Ooe and. D. lfOUl.d be found in thGse 
1 as t t~o oent enoes o c.l'b.e-y eu-c a 
Ce To. 
Do !6 ~---~ ---·-·"' -· --·'""·' -·-·--
........., ~.MNII· • • . .... ---.. ............. --- ....... 0 
-·----·-~-.-.. -....... -----------
17) 
2l ) maohi nes shi.m!, 
eu'biiiir !.Des- · 
NAME_. _____ _ 
~_.._._....._.._.._...,.. _ 
..:.r;:-~ : .. :: .. .:,: .... ~ ~~~~ ~ .. . :· ·. : .. -:: .. ·. ;.. :.~~ 
________________________ . __ ._,..._,...... 
17) 
14 ·-- , . ·-' ............... .;~,.t..~ .. ~:r-;.c~~ .. .. ~;r;:.·:r~t...-lc-~E-~~*;~;t~}i~ .. !;--!(-·: :-- ·: :- ·~=~r 
18)_~.----
19) --------------------~·~--------
20) 
21) 
22} 
~----- ---~----·~·~· 
---
·lf-:f ... ~ .. :H.: .. : t-~:-* 
----------------------------------·----------------------------------·~----- -------------------------
---···--- _...,_,._...... - . ·- -------
25) On t he ou·t line on ·1our answer sheet 0) outl i11e 
Paragreph .3 ~ 
'*:£ .. . I ...................... ,..;._ ______ , __________ _ 
READ PARAGRAP".d q_ ON PAGE 2oo 
~~~--~----------
26) This paFagraph is all about __ 
·-----------·-----------
28) Decide wbs.t the subtopics are ana oompliite 
th$ outline prorl.ded ~or you on the &ns'Y.fer sheet o 
~-~------------------·-----------------------------
READ PARAGRAP~ 5 ON PAGE 26o 
.-,---...........--~·-------· --··--~ ........... -·-·--·----
29} Thie pa~ag:r.oaph describes the animal 
ever found~ t.ha _ . ____ o 
~-------------~--------------
30) T'tlUS __ the main topic of this par-agraph is 
..... _ .. • - - ___ o 
----~----------------------------------------------
31 ) Each ot th~ sent&noes in the paragraph ·tell a 
~omething about the msin topio wh1ab. ia 
-- --·-- ___ c. 
·-------------------------------------------------32) 'J!h.erei'ore!' the .five 8Ubtopios are eaay to ae•o 
Fill thetn l n on the ~ outline on ,-oul' 
enawer sht9ettt 
,... ..  ,.. ~,...,.,.- ... ...., ..... ~---------·----
.1:".1"\ Ll.C. >V J1., ·Jv ·. ,~ \ u . l~ J. 
-... --- ~--~ 
_, ____ "'" __ __. .. ~-·~------- """--_._..--,-----·-.. .._ ___ ..,.__ ____ . __ .. ----
-~-----·-------_,.....__<¥.___..........~ ....... ,. 0 ~-...,.....,_......,.~- ·........,..,.•~ .... -11111¢_ I 
26 .) 
-~----~·-~-·--·-· _..... .. - ..... . .. .. -...... 
. ~7) 
28) 28) 
30) The blue whale 
- .. -
30) 
~~Jrr-o~·----~.----~·--~--­
_B.;";";......~., • ..,?'-·-~ ... _ .... , -..- .-.--_....,._,.. 
• • - .:ool --- --·-- ....,..._.,.,._.. 
~---~?1-" _____ ... ~---~~ 
-·~--~--·----~ 
... .... ·~....,._,_,_......--,...........~~ 
.. r;(' ... K-~~£.7-~;~.:·i~-;~~t-.:~- ..;~· --;MH~· ·;:~ '~~ .. -!,.._~.f* 
-· ... II_ .. 
~,e..:,r: ;.-;;. ... ~:-~:··: : ·.~ ..:4- ·:~~ .... ;~ .. ; ~-::·~(-·':.. :-:1 :· ·: ~·: (.; ~ .. ~t 
--·-
•" • • a w .. \!~- '"'....,.._.. 
• _______ ._,.;*':..;.;,:f'i;,.' .:.;:~;.;-:::.f.*.:,..:.. ~::l"~:" ':-•:;.:t..:,.e. 
------------~-----------.•4" ________ _. _________ ~---~-.... --a.-.~----~ ·:1--~!--~:.:. :. :~·!}* 
--
31) The blue whale 
............. -----... •• * 31) 
.32) 
--..,,------~ ...... ·--~--.. ------Bo 
---~----·~NJ; ......... 
E o 
E __ .__ ____ __ .. . , DATE. ______________ _ TE4CRER. __________ _ 
?a~ J.t 
fj""'.fH'!s ·p_\GE ;\tow 'rHE ·noT'TiiD LINE so 
T 'r!=tE SELECTimT IS ON TOP. KEEP THIS 
E IN THE UPPER L.EFT HAND SECTION OF 
I\ i)~Ko . , --
, Seleot1on.J:. 
(J 
0 
J.tummies of A\noient Egypt 
~r1eat1on was praetiGed 1n anoiGnt o 
pt beeause the people bolieved in ~ 
s &fter deatho The body was preee~ed 
that the soul oould ret~n to 1to o 
lll ot the internal organs were 
oved exeept for the hearto Then~ o 
dead bc.•dy was treated with oherdo&ls c 
t ;s :2.t was oarefully wre.ppad in strips 
~lean lineno Finally~ the mummy wss o 
~ed in a wcoaen caaeo 
0 
Ot.ttline 
Mummies ot Aneient Egypt 
0 
Q\;ltli,.!l! 
MUmmiGs of Ancient Egypt 
Io HwBmifiaation in anoient 
0 Egypt 
\~ Ao Peoplo beli~ved in life 
3o ____ . __________________________ __ 
..... 
~0----------------------------------
lo _________________________________ __ 
-------------------
' 
'"---·-------------
' o 
------------------------------~ 
0 
0 
I) 
.. 
0 
aft0r death 
Bo Body was preserved for 
the soul to retux~ 
II o Bow !lll:mm3 es were made~ 
Ao Inte~nal organs we~ 
removed $XC&Pt fo~ ~e 
heart 
Bo Body wa5 tNa·ted wi tb 
chemicals 
Oo Bod7 was wrapped in linen 
Do Mummy was plaoed in a 
wooden cas~ 
I' fase Jg 
DO NO'r WRITE ON THE QUESTIOH S!.]EET~ WRITE YOUR 
.tu~s ~~:3RS ON T·"i~ AUSWER SHEW ONLY AFTER ANSI~'ERING 
EAC~ QUESTION ~ PICK UP THE ~UESTION SHEETb MOVE 
THE COLORED 'MARKER TO T~iE l!R"tT ANS\VH...1R BLANK AN'D 
COMPARE YOUR ANSWER WITH THE CORRECT ANSVJER .. DO NOI' 
CHANGE YOUR ANSWER. THEN , CLOSE THE qUBSTI ON 
SHEET Al~T) GO ON 'PO THE NEXT Q,UEST!ON a REPEAT TH!S 
PFWCESS FOR EAG~f Q.TJESTION ., 
------------·---------------
1) The of a paragraph tells what 
the p'aragra?h'ii all abouto 
2 } Subtopics explain the _ , . ---· - ·" 
.3} On an outlin.~. main topics ar·e plaeed after 
numeral so 
-
4.) Subtopiez are found after lette:rs on 
an outline . ------
READ SELEOTION 1 ON PAGE 31 AN.) LOOK AT TffE 
EMPTY OOTL.!NE :3ELOW IT., 
-----------·-----·--------------------·------------5) The first paragraPh or seleation l is all 
about Mummification in· o 
----
6) Thus, in __ ia the main topic 
of tho tfret parig~raph. 
7) Main t opics are placed after Roman on 
en outline .. 
8} On the empty outline on Page 1, next to 
Roman numeral Io write 
Mummification in ancient ESYpt 
which -rs ''Eh.a ma!n '"topic ot the paragraph .. 
9) Subtopics explain the --~--· - · __ .. 
----------------------Go on to Page 33 . 
.?ACH~ 32 ANSWI~~R Sh 'G:J$'11 
...... ,....._._ .. ,..,_ .. .. 
---- ---·-....... ---· - -- ~~.._ - ......  ·-------.-- ----·- - ~ ... ·-- - - - ·- -·-4·-- __ Q _ _ ._.,.,.. . --- - -
l ) 
-- -·~ (' -: ':-.4: ~ .. ;:- ..: r--; ~ .. ~~~(- ·~i-* -: l- -i ~ .. ;~~ 
_____ ....., ·- -.... -~--------~-_ .. ___ .,. _  -- ~----------.. - .. - ·-·---·-- ····-----------··-~-,...----~-
2) 
-------- ..........._.._ ___ , . -· .,_ .. 
-:~ : :-:~· ·: :- -:$- . ;. -: ~·--: ;-;;..-~ .. *· ~~~;...~:- -~ : .. . :-··: .. ·:~- -: ~ ., : ... -~ ~ ' ~ -~~~~ 
--- ·-- --- ----··-----·----..... _____ .... _____________ . -------·-----
3) Homan 3) __ ~-----
______ , __ .. ____ ___  
· .... -. ~ .. :- . ;·~ 4 .. ~r- _ : ...  ;. . ~ ..:~ -: :- - .:- ~ :....-,~ -: ··· ·: : - :-.. .:· -~· · - ·: :-~ ~ ·. : ... -~f-: ;. 
-- -.,., . ______ ....... __ _.. ____ ,_ -.... .. . _ .. ____ .. ____ ~- ----·- · ... 
5} anci ent ~~ 5) 
_.....__ __ ._,...,.. ____ - - -"- - -
- --~ .. ............ - .... -- --- -- - · •. ... -- --------·-·- -_ .. __ ...,.. ______ .. _________ _ ~: .. _~.:,..~ ~~~::::~~~~~ ... ,~ o)}.;.t _~~ ·~~:~:- ~ ~ ·~ ·~j-
b} -~----·· ·----~--~-"··-- -
7l 
--... ··-~--·-------·-- -··- - - -·-
__ ........,.__. __ ---____ ,.., .... 
-----·------·-·-- ---- -----
.. ~ .. ·. ~ · .. : .. : 1:·~-- ~ .. ~ : •; ~·, :-~~ .. .,~~· -: : .. ~ ~ .. ~~ ,r·, :- - :~ • ,• •: •: ~ ; , ~ .. ;: \:• -:~~ .. ;:-- .-~ 
liia in ·.en 1 e 
-- --~-
----- ··--- --·--- ---......--------------
- --------· ------ -------- -
1 0} 'rhe f i r st sentenee of the fi r at parag1•aph on 
Page 31 expl ai ns why ~- was practioedo 
____ .. ...,.__ . ,..._.... ____ -··' ' .. _._........_.......,. ______ _ 
11 ) The1~tore~ subtopic A. would be: 
PeoEle believed l n lite after death. 
Thin • ·-ei:Prarnsthemiintoptef) 
1 2 ) The seoond aentan oe ct.' ·the fir-oat paragraph 
e.xpla im further about t he practice of .. 
--
------------~~ ~ ~-------------------------------
13) Thu.a 11 aubtopie B~ would bo: 
Ii2.-tl.!!.!!. -- ££.~ ~ ---- !£. F~t~" 
------·------------·------------------------------
14 ) On an outline~ subtopico ar0 placed after 
aapital ~ 
........... 
15 ) On the outline on Page .31 write tho subt opics 
of paragraPh l next t o t..~e capital letters ,.. 
-----·-----------~~-----------------------------
16) The se~ond paragraph or s~leet1on 1 on P~ge 31 
1a all about how were madeG 
------~------------------·------------------------
17) The main topic of t :1is paragraph ia : 
How wero .. 
........... ..........._,.. ... 
18 ) On the outline on Page 31 16 next to Roman 
~ral +I o writ• 
How ~u~es wer e made~ 
...........,_ .............................. 
--------------------·------·----------------------"-·----
19) Since How mummies were made is the 
__ orthe paragraPh. tl\0 subtopic_tt_s~ho-uld 
explain ·che way it was done . 
I 
20 ) Ther e are 4 aubt opies f or paragraph 2 n Fil l 
t hem i n on. t hEt out line or.t Page .3lo 1~hee$ 
su.btopi .es explai n t iw mai n topie o 
--... --~·----·--... ------ ------ .... --.... - c-.-..--- ---·----------
lO }_~ 
- ---- ·---~~--·--~: ... :- -. : .. e;;...:,! .... ; ~-;!· · :-• .. ,"· . : ··~ ".. -: ~· : :6 -: :-~~~ .. ...: ' .. ·, :~· --:~~ : · ' • .. • : . - ~( i~ 
~ .. -------~--. .........--..-..-- ·--- --·--------------- ------.. --·--
_______ ........._ ___ ___.._ _ . ____ _ 
12) mu.mmi f'1 ca t1on 
.....__ ••- • • a ) -.lt 
soul 
----
14.) letters 
--~ ....... ------·-------.:-------..... ------
11) 
------
.... _.. ___ ··-----..------
-------·------
1.5) Did y ou f':t.ll in the 
aubtopiea en the o-u llne •;• 
16 > ------·-·-~~·~------
------·--- _..,. _________ .. ___ _..........,_, ___ . __________ _ 
.... _ _.. . ,._....,. 17) 17) mummies madG 
- ~:· .. ;:-::- ::-.. ::--: ~. ,< · . :-:r . ~ .. .. ~H=- 1"'-.;r.-:r ~:-. : .- r:r~~·~~-*~~ .:~ 
--------~---------~ 
__ __,._...._ _____________ ~--
----·· ...--~--... -~------ ...... _.. ..... _....,_. ___________ _ 
16} D:'t.d you write th6 main 
top1e next to Roman nur4er&l 
II o ? -: :·····~ ....  ~.:. ~ .. :~~~sr;.:··~~:H~~;-;; .. ;~: ~ ·:H~H~~ 
--·- -----
20) Did. you. m~ te th~ lt. 
subtop1ee on t;ho ou·tl:tr~ 
on Page 31. 7 
*~c-·~ ;..: .. J,:,o-w-~~~: ... .;,!- ;'r :,r·: ~ .. ~~~· .: ·-·. : ... ·:;~r: : ... : ~ ~t ·:~t--~;~ .. :~ -:'f-~tt~~ 
• ·- ·~- • 9~~ 
--·-~·-· --·-*_.,., ._,, ____ _ 
l You hsv& plaoed these subtopics next to 
on th$ outline .. 
......... . ---
) Yes.. are found 11ext to capital letters 
on an oii£11ne ~ 
) In outl1M form~ we place_ next 
t o Roman numeralso 
~ belong next to lettera on an 
ou~1ne. ---
t In the spaee prorlde<l for you on your anawer 
sheot ~ show an example or correct ~tline tormo 
'I OPEN PAGE 31 ON THE Par!'ED LINE A:m COMPARE 
JR OUTT,INE UN.JER 'l',g SET.E O'PION WITH T~lE CORlU~al' 
~tiNE GIVEN :ffiXT TO THE sgLEOTION" ARE Tf'.JS 
CN TOPIOS T~E SAllE ? ARE THE SUBTOPICS ABOUT 
:i! SAME ? 
This is the end ot r..asson 9o 
95 
NAtE __ ·--------------------
PAGE J9. AlifSWER SHl~Er 
M·---~~--~-----·._--._, _________________ ~-·----~------~-----.------------------------~---------------------~-------
21} _ ___ _ 
-------------·-----·---
23) ·!!!g top1<; .. ! 23) 
~ c-..::~~~ .;~-.<-* .. : :-·~ *' :J.·!f {$-;< ,::~~ .. ~ ~-;:~;:· -~ :.- .;~ ~ ;. .; r-:<--: c 
-
25 ) ....... I,.,..o"-r----
"fh 25~>·----------------~----
--------------------------------------.---------
!f$" 
----·A"r""(l--~-----
---------------~------------·---------~------.---~...------~~.._ ........... _____________________ .._ __ ~-------------------------
r_ ... • ---..- --· --- .:)ATE ___ _ ____ _ 
THIS PA;~~L~ri 'fTE no·rT~J"LiN£--so 
T:rE SSLECTION IS ON TOP ~ ~p T'J!S 
lN 1'tlE UPPER r .... ~Pr RAU J SECT!(..1J~ 0~ 
D~K~---· _ 
Seleotlon l ;.;o....-;;;o...;.,..;....;;. __ 
'l'hc Okapi 
0 
l okapi is an animal that belo-.aga o 
Le giraffe family, &00 yet,. lOOkS 
rha.t like a zebrao It 1s about 
.et tall and has z&b:t'ti...,strt pfjed ., 
t~t are shaped like a g1~atfe~s o 
~s a short thick necko 
1$ okapi l1vee in the .forest:s or 
•al Aft•icao Okap1n rotll!1 around ,,n 
l o Like the g1 r"&f'fo~; okapis teed 
t8V6\Sc• 
Outl:lna 
---
The Okapi 
________ _......,__....... _____  _ 
-- .. ___ ......._._ ____ _ 
---...... ----~----· 
---.. - ____ ...._. ___ ~· ·-
-- -- ---·------ --
-------·- ·-----------...... ----~ 
-------------~-·--·----·-----------
---------------------------------
---------------------------------
-------------------------------------~-~~ 
--------------------
--- ·---- -----------
----·-... .. ----·------
---- ------- -
_ _, _______________ ... _·- ·- -
------------------_ ... _____________ , ___ _ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
" 
0 
0 
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TEAC 7U<~R --~----·~---
Outl-ine 
_..., . ~
l o What tne okapi looks 11k~ 
Ao Combination giraft~=z~bra 
a..- l~!- feet ~all 
Co Zebra " att~ipe•i tl gi~ai~r 
Sihaped legs 
Do ShOFt t~~ek neck 
II .. HCI\'1 the olen pi 11 V8S 
An Found in the foraats of 
Central Afr ica 
Bo Roam in pail"S. 
0 o Feed on 1 aav·es 
.-Et!e<Z> )...§. 
HOT WR I TE O~i 'l' '1E ~~UES'J1 ION f}'-IEF.T " WRIT:8 YOUR 
SWE:FlS ON T:.m AHSWER S .IEi?L' ONLY ., AF 'l'EH ANSWERING 
0H ..tUES'.PION' , PICK UP 'I'H.i~ :t,UES!I ON SHi~ET :r MOVE 
E ·JO LORE;) W'tAHKE1 TO THE N:b1<'.P A ·s \"-!~ BLANK AND 
MPARE YOlm ANSW2R. W1'11::\ '1'7 \E CORRECT A!fs·:JER o DO ~lOT 
A :.TGE YOUR ANS','~Zt\. T ·.m:N·, CLOf)Ii: ·r··lE QUESTION 
l~ET AND GO O~l TO '!'~iE Nlr<T QUBS I'ION " REPEAT TfiiS 
X'ESS FOR e;AC~I ~lTJES riON , 
-------------------------· 
On your answer sheet W't•i te t he correct form 
for an outline ., 
-------·----... ·---- .... ____ ............... - ---· -----· 
•.ro outline a aeloct1on, we f'irst find the 
t'~pio of oa.oh pa!"ag.raph .. 
_ ............ --.·-·--
-----------------·----
rhenJJ we plaos the main topio next to a 
C.'n our outline Q 
____ ,.. _  ·---............... ------·- --------------
Next , we find the 
na.i n. top l o., ---
which explain the 
----·-- ---·----------------
We put each subtopic next to a 
:m our .:>utl i ne .. 
--·---- - ~--------·-- ·---·- ---
~.::> S SLEO?ION 1 ON PAGE 35 sA!iD ~£L<J:.' IT, NOTICE 
~ SPA :V.i: LEF'l.' FOR ArT OUTLINE <J 
The first paragraph is all about what the 
1l'herefore. ·cr..e main topic or this paragraph i e : 
.._.... ___ ~- .,.. .. --""" ....... --- -·--
------·-::>. ----·----Qn Pag~ 35 = 
Beg in an outllne ft'>r sele<J tion 1 on Page 35 . 
h •t t e t ha main toph~ of' t 'l:le f>i :rs t pa r agraph in 
i. t s Oi.")rl'eot pla ce o It bel ongs :next t o a __ -·-0 
- --- --·-------------·- --
Go en t~ Page 37 o 
97 
1} i ·---·--------· -::'1""'") --
-:2.--·-·-- ----- -·-----Ao 
Bo 
_._._.. -.. ---.....--·-'- ·-----
--rrQ--. 
--:..A_o_., ___ _ 
~;;---
- ·---·_...._- - - -·------·------------------~---- --------- ------
2) mai~ 
3 ) Roman nmne:ral 
··- ........ 
)) 
·::··::. t · - ~. : ... ,· · ;~. io' ·. <- · : ~ .. .. :fo .. ;t·~· ·~;· :~- :. · : ... ~ J..!~-. :.-~ :· ·U· ·~ Co ·!~· 
------·-
~- -·----- -------------------
5) ~a2!E!! letter 5) 
--~4'-· :.~~ -: r·: ~· ·: !- -;!-;r-:r -~~- ~ ... -: :- ·~(·~~ ~~~- !-
·-----------------------------------------------
------·-·---~-... 
7) What the 
~J!f ~ft~ 7 ) ------ -·----·----
........._._. n.. - -
·;: .. .:~~( ... :~- -;,:-.~~~~--;: ... : ~ .. ;~ ... : :-~ :- · ·-.. ; :· -~-;r 
--------- --------~----------
8) Roman ~r~ 
---------·~-------
-~-----------........ -.......... ___ _., ____________ #·----------
~) Sinoe the ma i n top.io or the first p~grapb i s 
-- ------ ___ .8-t he subt opics wotii(i expiain this iiii!n toplo ., 
-----·-----------------
:.o) Find the su.btop1c• or the first paragraph!' and 
on t~e outline on Page 35 that you have started, 
Wl11te the subtopics 1n their corl'eot p l&Ofe e 
Subtopics belong next to ~ 
------·------·----------
.1} Look at the ('jUtline you have started ort 
Page 35. You haYe put the Which 
talls ·.rhat t~·u~ first parag:Mipn is "il t about, 
next to • 
. 2) 'l'h.e which explain the main topic are 
foundneiit to on your outlim o 
tEAJ T:-IE SEC0~0 PARAG ~1A P'i OF SEL:W~ION l ON PAGE 35 n 
.3) What does this paragpaph tell about 1 ~ne 
main topio is : 
Row 
..._...,.......,.._.~ ............... ----
.4.) Continue you.r outline on Page 3.5 by wr1 ting 
the of the seoond paragraph in 
its proper-plaoe o 
.5) Now decide what th6 m1b·topicsn of the second 
pa~agr-aph &!"& and wr:t te them on your outline 
on Page 35 in their proper pleeeo ~n$&e 
&Xpla1n the o __ .... . ... ,. . .. 
,E'r US REVIEW THE STEPS IN OUTLINI NG A SELEC'l'ION ., 
6) After ~eading the entire seleetion, you begi n 
t o outline by going back to the rirat pa~agrapho 
You ~ead tnia paragraph again to r1nd the 
---- ____  .. 
7) Than , you be gin to make an outline by writing 
t he next t o a Q 
-- ~........... ---·-· --
·----------·-
Cl on to PaaA ~A ., 
----
--·---·-__,..._. _ _.._ --------~------·------
9) ___ .... _ . _,.. __ ------- I ... _...., 
·----------·--~-- ,._.,_.,... __ _ 
l O} ~~21tal letters 
) t 1 ll) - ---11 main 012 c --~~- -
I('Q;i'n numera~ L, *-:-~.-:;.-., ,--:,.:;-:.::.:·-. ;::>*::,·-· ;:.;H"!'. ;-~:....:"':.;' • • .:.:· ·:.;.·=-'.:;..}..:.;-;:-..:.:;...-::.-_<~_.;..1-·:_,._:~_-::-_i}_** 
-------------·---~~'*-""''-· ----·--- ......... -
12) 
-------
l5) _____ ,. 
---------------------
l 7) --------- -----·-----~--
.... '*· -· ... 
------------------------·------------------------
L8 ) Next , you baa k to the p-!lranrapn and look tor 
the whioh ex.plain the .. , ___ o 
-----------------------------------------------
~9) You plaoe these--·· next to _ ••. __ 
on !(>ur out.l1neo 
~0) A.t"tet- that .. you l"$&d the next paragraPh to 
t1nd 1ts • 
--. ..... .. 
~1) 'l'h1a is put atter a -· • . . •. , _ 
on your out'lina~· · 
~2) You cont1~ by f'1nd1ng the __ ,_ .. which expl ain 
the main top1e o 
.3) Th&$e are pl~oed a.t'ter ---- __ _ 
your outfin$, 
4l Por ea~h paragrapn in t!"le seleet1on you do 
tbs $~G thing until the entire selection 
has b~en o o 
t' --
OW OPPll PAGE ·?:·;·~. 35 ON 'l'tf b: DOi''rE'O LINE AND COHPARB 
:>UR QU'l'r~I !B WITH THE GIVEN ON:E. LOOX OARRFULLY 
) SEll: IP Trtl~ MAl N. TOPICS ARE ABOUT Tim SAKi . DID 
OU PLACE t•£ r~ IN TOPICS APTER ROMAN N'£1MERAT.B ? 
~OK THE sraTOPICS TOO. DID Y·JO PLAG.S 1'RE StJSTOPlCS 
FTER CAPITAL rBTTlms ? SEE IF T!IE POHM YOU ~lAVE 
~E:> LOOIS LIKE THE OORREOT FORM. 
This is the end ot Leseon lO and tb.e end 
ot tbe prog~am on outliningo 
) ) We hope that ~au have learned ,-our lossona 
well so that ,-ou will 1» able to -----
&11)' material that 1e given to ,ou .. 
...__ _ _.....,_, _______ ...,~~-.... - ...... ~·-·~·-¥·-"'"''"'" ___ .. , ..--·~- --.. ----... ~-·~_,____......,..,.~ ... ~·--~..,__.,., 
18) ""'""'""' _____ -~~ 
~~ . :~ .::-- - ~· ·~~ ..... -~ ... :,..:-; :· ·l:· .-~ :-. ,-.:,r -~ ~- ~: .. __,.,.........,._~_..,...._...., 
1.9) 19} ____ _ 
...... ~---~ 
.. , ~ .. ;e-.·;- ..  :·-~:--:;- ~··.~r~ ·*·:: .~· ·: :- ·*~"'~, .. ~- ~ ~ 
.,.. ... .....__ 
20) 
·v -.~~ 
-!{-· : ~· ·: : ... ~ ~ .. ~~ .: ... ::- , :-~ ~· .;; • . :· -~ ~·-if· 
. .... ..... ~ ....... _,~ ............ .! 
21} 21) 
----~~"'·~ -~!~~}~~*~ ... ~~;.;. 
.~ .. '"OM· , . • , •••• !Or •• «< 
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.. -----....~ 
_-------~--------- ~" . :· -:~{-~.: .. ; ;. .;: .. .. :i-- : ~-;~-;} 
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OUTLtNED 
,...,........, • l":lljw ~ 
25) OUTLINE 
---
APP.DDIX B 
TESTS AND ANSWER SBE1S'.rS 
Pre 'teat 
fEST A 
.............. .... 
lrect1ons: Answer the f ollowing ques tions on yo r answer heet 
DO NOT WRITE OB THI S SHEET. 
~Jl!lill~: 
, What 1s a ~~agr~~? 
, What ia the !!!a~~ of a paragraph? 
, What are eu~"!f..9P1.C!. or a paragraph? 
, What is SU~l~~~ !grm? {Sho~ the form.) 
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l.!!:~r~,PD l 
Antarctica 1s the coldest place 1n the world . In 1958~ ao1ent1sta 
•corded a temperature there o£ 125 degreee below zero. In thi& icr 
tg1on5 winds often blow at 100 miles an hour . Even ln aummer t he 
1mperature almost never gets aa high as freezing. No wonder no human 
1ings live there~ although a number of brave explorers have v1eited 
LS area. 
What is the .sin t opie and a good title tor the above paragraph ? 
Pgas:~va g 
The owl 1s noted for its large e1es 1 good eyesight~ and fine 
~ar1ng. It flies at night and is both quiet and ~ast . When surpri sed, 
te owl will hiss like a oat and make cl1ck1ng noises wi·th its bill. 
The main top1c and title of paragraph 2 1a ~~. What ar e 
the subtopics of this paragraph? 
Selection ! 
Tra!fio Officers 
We have millions ot automob1les on the road today wll1ch cause a 
~at traffic problem. On the ground» traft1o policemen direct our 
as b7 using hand s1gnals, stoplights, and a1gna . Patrol cars ride 
Lr highways and enforce the rules or t4e road aa well ae the s peed 
~mit. 
Beoause air travel has become so common today o '$-l'S now have a 
~aff1c: problem. 1n the a Icy. Air tratt1c control officers ha ndle t his 
~atf1c. Some of these men work from a b1gh toner in the airport 
1ere they- can. aee all the runways.. By radio the.r direot al l the 
1oom1ng and outgoing planes tn the area. TnuQ, air travel runs 
~oothl7 and is safe .. 
Outline the above selection using correct outl ine form . {Hint: Reme~ber to use Roman numerals and capital letters . ) 
.LVC:: 
~~~ ~~·-··-··-»--~-"·----+--------------------------
1111• I • - ll jl"_, _  .... . _ ...... -11 -· --- ·----+-----
-- .,.,.,...~-
- ------... --·-+--·--
..... ~~... .. .. ··-
- ·- --
-------------·--~~----------------------~-· 
-·------·-==:::: ::: ::=E::: . :== 
·_ ·-- ~ ...... ·-~==:~~ =.:~ c_-· =:-: ~-: =:~·.-----
• II ........... - _. c=$ 1 -11 'I 4 · 
----------------~------·-----------·u-·-------
I J j " ' . ·--· --·----.-----· ·-· - ·----
......... _.. .... -1!!1~ 
---·~--·-u·~-~-·k-•·--------·------·---------·---------~-••-• -• -u 
........... . , 
_, ______ _............ __ , ________ ~..............,JrWW ....... ~----------
D1 recti ens : Answer the followi ng ques ·tions on your answe r sheet., 
DO ~OT WR I TE ON THIS SHEET. 
D .. li'INITIONS : 
l~hat is a E~~agraRU? 
c 0 What is the ~in to p~ c af a paragraph ? 
\r/hat are subtopics of a. pa .. ·agraph? 
1;. , h'hat 1s ' outl1.c.e f2LJ1!? (Show the form .. ) 
J.V-' 
READ TH:E FOLLv ~HNG ~tAT ~RIAL A.ND ANSWER TI:IE QUESTIONS ON YOUR A!~SW ER .... HB:.t;T • 
.Paragraph l 
There are four kinds of apes o The largest and strongest ape i s 
the gorill a . Bushman s a famous gorilla that l ived in a Chi cago zoo~ 
vias 6 fe et 2 inches tal l a n d weighed 525 pounds . The next le.rge s·t 
ape is the chimpanzee~ Cl11mpanzees are very intelli.gent and can be 
'tau¥: ht to ride t ri cycles and to eat at the table w1 th .loll ves and f orks, 
The th i rd a pe i n s i ze ls the orangutan. An orangutanis arms a re so 
long that when the orangutan is sta.ndi!lg up straight;~ its arms reach 
t o i t s ankles . The smallest ape l s the gibbon. which usually wei ghs 
between 10 and 12 pou:a.d s& The gibbon is the only ape whi ch s t ands up 
straif'ht wr1en it walks . 
5a What i s t he main topic and a good title for the above paragraph? 
Para.g:fnh g, 
Feathers have been used by man 1n three main ways . First, the 
fea t her ha s bee .n used as a pen. Secondly , faa t hers have 'been used 
for stufting mattresses and. pi.llows . Lastly , colorful feathera have 
been us ed t o dress up clothing 9 
•:.:. The ma.1n topic and tl tle of paragraph 2 5.s Us£.!. 21. Feather§_ . W'h.a t a re 
the subtopics of this paragraph? 
Skin Diving 
In r e cent years, skin diving has become a popular s port i n thi s 
~ountry e A waterproof. face mask and a pair of rubber fi ns are t he 
)a.s l c equi pment for this sport .. The !ace mask pi·ov1des clear underwat,3r 
r ~. sion. wh1le the fins allow the diver t o swim faster than a SUI'face 
~w1 mmer. If the di ver wishes to stay down f or an extended time , a. 
>rea thi .ng device is also needed . 
Spearfishing a.nd underwater photography are fa vorl t e aotivl ties 
;f the aktn diver. Further excitement comes from expl oring t he ocean 
>ot tom and searching for sunken treasure. 
Out line the above selecti on using correct outllne .form. 
(Hint: Remember to use Roman nUmerals and capital letters . ) 
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